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It’s time to raise
our own ambitions
to be the best
there is….
Nigel Griffiths appointed Chair
of CCR Business Council
CCR and Welsh Government
collaborate to create pioneering
Energy Vision and Strategy
CCR unveils new Passenger Rail Vision
“Prosperity for our Place” – CCR
publishes an ambitious £4.2bn
Investment Prospectus
ULEV strategy takes significant steps
forward
Zip World poised to bring the world
to south wales
CCR launches a brand new
“destination portal” for the region

FOREWORD
BY SUZANNE CHESTERTON

Andrew Morgan

CCR Cabinet, Leader Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council

We are holding our promise of delivering for all of the region
at a time when the regional economy needs the boost of
significant investment in infrastructure.

A Landmark Quarter for Communities
and Businesses Across CCR

Nigel Griffiths

Kellie Beirne

Frank Holmes

Chair CCR Business Council

Director CCR City Deal

Chair CCR REGP and
Investment Panel

We need to put in place
the infrastructure and
culture to build communities,
businesses, workplaces,
supply chains and a resilient
economy that’s able to
prosper post-pandemic.

We believe that well-directed
policy measures, reducing silos
and barriers to investment,
strong industrial leadership and
placing bigger bets, presents
an opportunity to introduce
greater continuity and ambition
into the heart of our region’s
future. Our time is now.

Our business
is helping business
across the region.

Huw David
CCR Cabinet, Leader of Bridgend
Borough Council, Chair of the
CCR RTA

The next 15 years will
be the most consequential
period in the history of
humanity demanding from us
our best endeavours in dealing
with a global pandemic and a
climate emergency.

Sarah WilliamsGardener

Neil Moore

CEO Fintech Wales

CCR Cabinet and Leader
of VoG Council

Our mission is more than ‘just’
making Wales a go-to location
for Fintech businesses. It’s
about listening to the hopes,
dreams and ambitions of
our members, removing
any factors that inhibit the
success of both the innovators
and the enterprises.

The pandemic has led to
a more connected way
of working and faster
decision making at both
regional and national level
– and I hope that way of
working this will continue
for us across CCR.

The first quarter of 2021 has been a very busy one for
the Cardiff Capital Region with key building blocks and
initiatives being put in place that will enable the 10
unitary authorities of South East Wales to build back
better with a shared voice and common purpose. This
edition covers some of these major initiatives.
Spring saw our £4.2 billion Investment Prospectus
“Prosperity for our Place” prepared for the UK and
Welsh Governments and as I write we are actively
engaged in organising discussions on the content with
the Wales Office. At the same time, we are moving at
pace with our Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle Strategy as
part of our wider Energy Vision, as well as scoping a
radical Passenger Rail Vision, both of which sit at the
heart of our ambitions for economic rejuvenation and
carbon-zero-emissions in the region.
Evidence of our ambition in action has also been seen
in our own internal structuring and governance - with
Nigel Griffiths joining us to Chair a revamped Business
Council; and the Economic Growth Partnership (EGP)
being strengthened still further with the arrival of Guy
Lacey, Principal at Coleg Gwent National and Chair of
Colleges Wales; and David Stevens, ex-CEO of Admiral
Group. Both the Business Council and the EGP are key
drivers of CCR’s strategy and delivery - and the evolution
of both of these key teams makes for fascinating (and
important) reading. Out in the field, we also looked at the
transformations being achieved in Bridgend and the Vale
of Glamorgan, through our in-depth interviews with Cllr
Huw David and Cllr Neil Moore - revealing the inspired
thinking and wide range of infrastructure investment
that’s already bearing fruit in those two geographically
diverse boroughs.
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A landmark quarter also saw us feature reports on
two very different enterprises that have enjoyed CCR
investment during the pandemic - the just-opened Zip
World South Wales in Rhigos is primed to make Rhondda
Cynon Taff an adventure and hospitality destination; and
the industry-leading Pharmatelligence, a pharmaceutical
testing data company that’s going to play a key role in
helping further position our bio and medtech sectors
on the global stage. Beyond that, our catch-up feature
with Gwalia Healthcare shows just how well our
manufacturing companies are competing, even in the
face of the COVID-19 challenges.
Finally, having completed a comprehensive series of
features on the Creative sector, Q1 2021 saw us shine
a spotlight on the fast-growing Fintech cluster in CCR,
exploring the very real opportunity for the start-up,
scale-up and grown-up fintech companies in our region
to become what the UK-government-sponsored Kalifa
Report has already identified as a potential world-class
centre of excellence. We’ll report more fully on that in
our next quarterly update - until then, Happy Reading
and enjoy the Welsh sunshine!

Suzanne Chesterton

Marketing & Communications Lead
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Peter Fox, Vice Chair of the CCR Cabinet and
Leader Monmouthshire County Council, said:

Cardiff
Capital Region
Invest £2m in
Healthcare
Data Specialist
The Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) City Deal
has made a £2m minor equity investment in
Pharmatelligence, a Cardiff-based healthcare
data specialist.
Pharmatelligence already has a worldleading reputation in the analysis of realworld data for healthcare organisations and
major pharmaceutical companies. Now, its
new software product, Livingstone, aims to
combine that expertise with cutting-edge
data technologies.
This latest investment from CCR is in line with
its strategy of supporting innovative local
companies in priority sectors and industries
of the future in order to promote growth and
create high-value sustainable employment
within the region.
Built around NHS data, carefully anonymised
at source to protect patient identities, the
Livingstone software is intended to be the
first of its kind worldwide, automating the
analysis of large volumes of data to generate
scientific-quality reports in real time for NHS
and pharmaceutical industry users. This is of
particular significance in the context of the
current COVID-19 pandemic and future global
health issues.

Pharmatelligence is widely regarded as a
thought leader in their scientific discipline and I
am delighted we have been able to invest in this
innovative business and support their ambitions
to commercialise this game-changing software.
 his project is fully aligned with our investment
T
objectives and outcomes, most notably in the
proposed employment and ongoing training
of a significant number of graduates and
postgraduates in highly skilled, highly paid
future-proofed jobs.
 he benefits to the wider economy are
T
also significant, with the likelihood that
Pharmatelligence will attract footfall in South
Wales from global pharmaceutical companies,
with all the ensuing additional trickle-down
benefits into the local economy that this will
bring.
We have every confidence in Pharmatelligence’s
ability to deliver and that this investment will
help play a significant part in realising our CCR
strategic ambition to become a regional centre
of excellence in medical diagnostics.”
Professor Craig Currie, Founder and Chief
Scientific Officer of Pharmatelligence, said:

We are delighted to have agreed this investment
which illustrates the potential value of
Livingstone.
 ur ambition is to employ many of the best
O
graduates from local universities to evolve a
novel software platform that is second to none.
Livingstone will allow us to conduct complex
scientific studies in a few hours compared with
the months it often takes us presently.
 ur future plans will always keep Livingstone
O
in the vanguard of real-world healthcare data
analysis.”

A PASSION FOR BUILDING
BUSINESS SUCCESS

Livingstone, which will be subject to a phased
rollout plan, will be licensed as software as
a service (SaaS) to industry users under a
subscription model.
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NIGEL GRIFFITHS
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A Passion for Building
Business Success
The end of 2020 saw Cardiff Capital Region appoint Nigel Griffiths
as Chair of the Business Council, to work with the CCR Cabinet and
Economic Growth Partnership in helping focus practical support and
drive measurable improvements for businesses right across the region.
Nigel Griffiths

“I suddenly had a skill –
and a differentiator”

Chair of the Business Council, Cardiff Capital Region

In the first of two insightful interviews, Nigel shares
with us his experience of early life in the Swansea
valley – and the lessons learned in a stellar career
that’s seen him build, lead and divest enterprises in
many sectors, including Technology and Business
Services…
“In many ways I had the classic working-class upbringing
shared by many people of my generation – born into a
mining family in the close-knit community of Ynysmeudw,
where my parents, grandparents and wider family instilled
the importance of hard work and gaining a good education.
It was a very happy childhood, including the regular Miners
Fortnight at Trecco Bay and the Miners Gala in Blackpool –
and yes, we really did leave the doors open in Ynysmeudw,
being regularly in and out of each other’s houses. It was a
warm and supportive place and my own family took a great
deal of time in giving me the important things in life. That
may not have included too many material possessions, but I
could already read and write before I went to school, thanks
to my Uncle – a highly intelligent man, widely versed in
the classics, who invested a huge amount of time with me
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Selection stage, then decided it wasn’t for me, so I joined
the Inland Revenue but knew within a week that I’d made
the wrong decision. So much for career planning! I waited
until the following September to join Ernst & Whinney
(which is now EY) and that’s where my career really started.
Ernst & Whinney was full of exceptional people, the classic
Oxbridge employer. I was the first Polytechnic graduate
they had employed – I found out later that they thought I
had more confidence than the others because of my time at
the Inland Revenue – and I genuinely felt that most of the
people there were much more accomplished than me. But
I’d taken a 50% pay-cut to leave the IR, I had a mortgage to
pay by now, so I simply couldn’t afford to fail.

after suffering post-traumatic stress from taking part in the
Normandy Landings.”

“The importance of hard work
and education”
“My parents and grandparents put our education first,
determined that their children wouldn’t go underground –
and I’m thankful that of the 380 children in my school year,
I was one of the 16 who managed to get to University. That
single change in life direction really came home to me when
I got to spend one day down a mine as part of an audit.
Simply walking around the mine was the most exhausting
day’s work I’ve ever done!

“Luck as well as judgement”
“People point out that I’ve had a successful business career
doing many different things in different sectors, but to me I
think it’s taken more than a degree of luck and opportunism.
I did a Law degree but didn’t really want to be a lawyer. For
a while I was interested in joining the RAF, got to the Officer
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“I passed my exams at the first time of asking, got promoted
quite quickly – and then good fortune smiled on me. I
played chess at the time and by pure chance, a friend
of the family showed me how to play on an IBM twin
floppy drive computer. I had to format a disc to do that
and the following day at work my Senior Partner asked
if anyone knew how to format a floppy disk. I said I did
– and immediately became the IT expert in the team. I
quickly understood that this was the chance to create a
differentiator for myself, so started to get my head around
things like word processing and spreadsheets, long before
Microsoft came along.
“I knew I had a skill – a different type of skill – and the
timing to acquire that couldn’t have been better. During
my three-year training contract the method for delivering
accountancy practices completely changed in a very short
space of time: in year one we had a single PC in the office
and a large team of typists; 3 years later, everyone had
a PC and there were no typists. I realised that there was
money to be made in this IT goldrush and got myself in the
Management Consulting team, helping clients choose IT

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

systems, which was good fun as it meant poking your nose
into all parts of their business and not just the Finance bit. I
got the concept of Business Process and that’s been core in
my subsequent career.

“The concept of Business Process
has been core to my career”
“Once I qualified, I worked for a remarkable man called
Ieaun Griffiths, who later became CFO of the DVLA – and
he pointed out that I needed some real-world experience.
I was playing rugby with a guy in recruitment who had a
job available at a business called Catnic, the steel-based
building product company now owned by Corus, then
owned by RTZ. They were looking to roll-out a new system,
which my rugby team mate said would be right up my
street. He was right – I made a name for myself there,
rolling-out the IT, which was great as it took me out of
Finance and got me a place on the TQM team – employing
the theoretical concepts of efficiency, process management,
statistical process control, lean manufacturing and all the
other methods geared to improvement. I really enjoyed
all of that, working on practical projects with grown-ups
who had been there and done it, listening to how they had
dealt with things like running the shop-floor or resolving
pay disputes. It was a great experience for a young guy like
me – and it got even better. The company was expanding
fast, including getting involved in building projects in
post-reunification Germany – where they asked me to set
up a business from scratch. Germany was a wonderful
experience, where I learnt how to put together a team,
shape the product, work out the market proposition and
deal with a different culture (in Germany for example
they have very little regard for packaging, seeing it as
superfluous and wasteful, whereas here in the UK we tend
to have everything beautifully packaged and branded.
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“I learnt how to build a team, shape
a product, create a proposition”
“Catnic was a joy, but then my old recruitment and rugby
team mate got back in touch and told me that BBC Wales
were looking to create a new Commercial Division – and
would I be interested in putting in the new system to make
the BBC more commercial? It sounded like good fun and I
knew it would make my grandmother proud to say that I
worked at the BBC – and it proved to be a tremendous time,
putting in a top-end Sage product called Tetra, working with
a fantastic team that included an exceptional boss called
Jim Brown who went on to run TV Centre; and TIM Griffin
who progressed to run Dell in UK/Ireland as well as Senior
roles in Asia Pacific, he is now MD of DCC Technology. At
the BBC I learned that being a leader is not about being
‘The Boss’, but about allowing a team to succeed, giving
people the right conditions and environment to show what
they can do. It was an amazing experience – and then luck
intervened again…
“My role was being outsourced and I wasn’t interested in
going with it. I started to look for other opportunities and
spoke to the guy who ran the Sage Enterprise business who
we had commissioned the BBC system from. He asked if
I was interested in running his 200-strong Professional
Services team. I said I wasn’t and would rather run my own
show. So he offered me a dealership. Gave it to me on a
plate. And that became Fifth Dimension Systems.

Going from zero to 100 people,
doubling in size every six months,
hitting £10 million turnover in
four years”
“Again it was all a case of happenstance, I contacted
Geoff Thomas an old EY colleague to join me and – in
the current parlance – we smashed it, by taking what in
hindsight appears an inspired and farsighted decision but
in reality was good fortune: we decided to back the very
first Microsoft product set in our market. None of our
technologist competitors would touch it because it didn’t
work, but as accountants we didn’t know that; and by the
time we started selling the software, Bill Gates had fixed the
problems and we suddenly had a tiger by the tail, pioneering
the Microsoft suite in the UK. Our first deal was a halfmillion pound contract and from there we doubled in size
every 6 months, going from zero to 100 people very quickly,
from a start-up with a phone and a laptop to a £10 million
turnover in 5 years. It was a brand new industry that didn’t
even exist when I graduated and because we didn’t have any
concept of failure we ran a mid-market IT company like a
professional services company – and it worked. We backed
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ourselves, we were courageous, we made acquisitions
that we couldn’t really afford – and in a way, for two
accountants, we did everything wrong: not worrying about
risks, not looking at any downsides. And that’s really what
an entrepreneur ultimately needs – courage. I gave up a
very good salary at the BBC because I could see and feel
the opportunity. I was fortunate to have been exposed to an
incredible new sector earlier than most – and realised that
if I wrapped that up with the lean thinking, zero defect, right
first time concepts that I’d put into practice in consultancy,
I could back myself. A bit of luck, a bit of judgement, being
in the right place at the right time – and being prepared to
make that leap.

“Every company is different – and
every entrepreneur is courageous”
“Every venture is unique and the last company I helped
run and divest – Certus – was a different story with a
similarly happy ending. Certus provided the IT support for
FD Systems and Paul the owner had ambitions to develop
the company. His partner didn’t share that ambition, so I
bought into the company and Paul’s partner left, then we
took it up a few levels by serving bigger customers in larger
markets beyond Wales. I went into Certus with just one
ambition – to sell it – and saw that goal as my job, achieving
it in February 2019.
“Lessons learnt so far along the way? First and foremost,
have an endgame. At my first company I had no endgame
in mind; and as I’ve got older I realised that every business
should have it – even if you don’t sell, it makes you run
your business in the best possible way. Work out a strategy
to succeed and get the right people around you to make
that plan work. The second lesson is something that
entrepreneurs tend not to talk about: the importance of
having and continually nurturing your own emotional
courage. Entrepreneurs can fear failure more than anything;
and that can get in the way of success. And a final lesson
that’s very personal: I’ve learned over the past 30 years
that I enjoy helping businesses who have potential do even
better than they could imagine. That’s very enjoyable for
me – and making that happen is a huge part of my focus for
the next few years as Chair of the Cardiff Capital Region
Business Council.”
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Our Business is Helping
Business Across the Region
Steve McNally and Suzanne Chesterton interview Nigel Griffiths,
Chair of the Business Council, Cardiff Capital Region.
Nigel Griffiths
Chair of the Business Council, Cardiff Capital Region

Last week, Nigel Griffiths (newly-appointed chair
of Cardiff Capital Region) told us about his journey
from a small mining village in the Swansea valley to
an extraordinary business career that’s seen him
build, lead and manage change in sectors as diverse
as Technology and Public Broadcasting.
In the second of our interviews, Nigel shares with
us what he thinks he brings to his new role and his
evolving thoughts on the measurable impact the
Business Council can make for businesses right
across the region…
“I’m very excited about making a practical and sustainable
difference to businesses across South East Wales and a
few things are already beginning to become clear since
my appointment in December. The first thing is that I’m
not a corporate animal who’s here to theorise – my own
credibility has been built on improving things and getting
things done. I understand the challenges being faced by
SMEs in particular as I’ve been there myself on numerous
occasions. 2020 was extraordinarily difficult for many
companies, but out of turmoil comes opportunity –
and I want to help businesses grab that opportunity.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“Building further on the work
of the current Business Council”
“I’m also encouraged that we can build on the ground work
already done by the Business Council and evolve still
further. I’ve already been approached by some exceptional
business leaders who are in big chairs at the moment,
running businesses with high international and local
profiles. These are people with busy lives who are prepared
to give up their time to make a real difference – and that
tells me we can add still further to the impressive Board
we already have, bolstering still further with key industry
figures from a diverse range of sectors, all of whom want to
help businesses succeed right across the region. I want to
emulate what Frank Holmes has done at the EGP – getting
ahead of the curve, continually enhancing an expert board
that’s able to talk with authority about the challenges we
face and show what we are doing to achieve our goals.

Seeing the gaps in what we currently
do to help business – and what we
really need to do”
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“Because I ‘get’ the challenges that businesses face, I can see
the gaps in how the establishment in Wales currently tries
to help businesses – and the practical help that they really
need. I also know from first-hand experience what many of
those businesses need to do to make a step-change in their
performance. Beyond that, I’m also keen to harness the
massive Welsh diaspora out there. There’s probably 10 times
more successful Welsh business people operating outside
rather than inside Wales – let’s use all that additional
wisdom to our advantage in any way we can.

“It’s time to raise our own ambitions
to be the best there is”
“If I’m honest I also think it’s about time we raised our own
ambitions for the City Deal. Why not aim much higher to do
much better? Why not be the best there is, nationally and
internationally? We’re almost apologetic in Wales about
being successful. When I sold my businesses I received a
totally different reaction from my friends in London and
those in Wales – and it said to me that we need to create a
belief system that says you can be what you want to be here
in Wales.

 e need a belief system that you
W
can be what you want to be here
in Wales”
“The support we offer needs to be practical and emotional as
well as financial, especially as our SMEs and entrepreneurs
don’t have time to think through what they don’t know. In
the business service sector – whether it’s IT, Recruitment
or Corporate Finance – I’d back myself to increase growth
of any company by 25% in two years, if the market is there.
You don’t do that just by throwing money at it. You achieve
that by throwing insights, skills and methodology at it, being
ambitious and looking at the world differently.

“It’s about understanding your market
and the mathematics behind growth”
“Although I’m a trained accountant with a degree in
law, I’m a sales and marketing guy at heart – and to me
success is built on understanding the market and the
mathematics behind growth. How do you measure your
sales performance? What’s the ROI on your marketing
spend? Do you have the right systems? You can often get
as much financial help as you want, but securing subsidies
won’t create the real value in your business, that starts with
understanding who buys from you, what’s differentiating
you in the market and where innovation can give you the
edge. Where’s your money coming from? Where’s your
growth coming from? Where’s the market development
coming from? How do you open up in Europe, in Asia
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for Insead, before joining the London office of
McKinsey where he consulted across a wide
range of industries. David learnt a huge amount
during his four years at McKinsey; including the
realisation that consulting wasn’t for him longterm. Given that, Henry Engelhardt’s invitation
to join him in setting up Admiral in 1991 was
both well timed and gratefully received.

Pacific? These are the questions our businesses need to be
asking – and no MBA in the UK will give you the answers.

Making 500 SMEs 25% more
effective would create £1 billion
extra profit and 10,000 more jobs”
“As an example of what the Business Council could achieve,
imagine taking 500 SMEs in our region and making them
25% more effective. That would create a billion pounds
of additional profit and 10,000 new jobs. Those are the
type of things that need to happen, as well as the inward
investment and everything else that’s part of the 20 year
strategy.
“The only reason I’m doing this is because I want the region
to be more successful at the end of my tenure than it was
at the beginning. I see great energy going into growing
the clusters and securing the inward investment, which is
fantastic. But what about the 10,000 companies that are
already here, paying tax and employing people? We need
to get all the boats to float. And that in my view is what
the Business Council is for – a credible conduit of positive
direction, articulating the many needs of our businesses;
and also an engine of practical deliverables that can be
measured, proven – and continually built upon.

“We need to get all our boats to float”
“How can businesses help deliver that? It starts with a fully
thought-through, properly costed, energised business plan
for success – asking the big question: ‘How are we going to
do this?” And I also want people to create a support network
to help each other – a network of ambitious business
minds who can actively help each other. We can provide
support to make that happen. I’ve been helping businesses
overcome organisational change for many years – from
digital transformation to recruiting new people – and I’ve
had great insight into the emotional journey, particularly
about giving people the courage to succeed. Fear of success
is more dangerous than fear of failure. That extra 10%-15%
ambition creates that super-profit, that ability to re-invest.
The Germans are brilliant at it – Porsche and BMW are still
largely family owned because they have built a powerhouse
on ambition.

“Let’s learn from the best and join
them, celebrating our heroes in
business and helping them achieve
real success.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

Initially responsible for Admiral’s Marketing,
David took on responsibility for Pricing in 1995
and managed the more technical insurance parts
of the business, including Underwriting and
Claims, before becoming the Chief Operating
Officer, followed by the Group CEO role
when Henry stepped down in spring 2016. On
December 31st 2020, after 30 years of working
for Admiral, David himself stepped down from
the Group CEO role.

Former Admiral
CEO in New
Cardiff Capital
Region Role

Outside of professional life, David’s other
interests include The Waterloo Foundation
– a charitable foundation started with his
wife Heather in 2007. The Foundation mainly
focuses on helping with world development,
the environment, child development – and
supporting areas, such as unpaid carers, that
are underfunded in Wales.

The Cardiff Capital Region Economic
Growth Partnership (EGP) is delighted
to announce the appointment of David
Stevens, former Admiral Group CEO,
to the Board.

When asked why he is keen to take up
other commitments such as the REGP David
explained:

David brings with him a wealth of business talent
and strategic expertise – with a strong desire to
put his experiences to good use, playing an active
role in the delivery of the CCR Economic and
Industrial Growth Plan.

South Wales has been both a welcoming home
and a very important part of the magic potion
which has made Admiral a huge success. I warmly
welcome the chance, towards the end of my career,
to try and give something back. The REGP Board,
with its already established track record of making
things happen, seems like a place where I might be
able to do that.”

The REGP, with its impressive line-up of C-suite
talent, already includes the ex-Admiral IT and
Finance Director, Andrew Probert – and is
now in the extraordinarily privileged position
of having a second Ex-Admiral Director bring
further commercial wisdom and extensive
business expertise, proven in both taking a
pioneering company to stock market listing and
in building an industry-leading FTSE100 entity.
The positive implications of this are significant,
positioning the REGP alongside the Regional
Cabinet and other CCR advisory bodies as
engines capable of delivering and developing the
CCR strategy and ambition, across the region.

On David’s appointment, Frank Holmes, Chair
of the REGP, said:
Having experienced and talented leaders on our
Board is essential for our collective ambition
for the CCR and I am delighted to welcome an
individual of the calibre of David Stevens. His
immense range of skills and unique experiences
combined with his different perspectives will
further compliment the considerable range of
expertise we have around the table. David will
unquestionably add real value to the team and
we are all looking forward to working with him”.

David graduated from Oxford University to join
Cadbury Schweppes in 1983. After five years of
accelerated learning – learning everything from
running an operation in the giant Bourneville
factory, to trying to convert American palates to
the delights of Milk Tray – David left Cadbury’s
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significant value in the ongoing delivering and
developing of the CCR strategy and ambition,
across the region.

CCR Economic
Growth
Partnership
Appoints Guy
Lacey to the
Board
The Cardiff Capital Region Economic Growth
Partnership (EGP) is delighted to announce the
appointment of Guy Lacey, Principal and Chief
Executive Officer of Coleg Gwent and national
Chair of Colleges Wales – Colegau Cymru,
to the Board.
Guy brings with him a wealth of talent and
expertise in the education sector. Having been
a long standing member of the Cardiff Capital
Region Skills Partnership, Guy possesses an
intimate understanding of the challenges and
opportunities faced by the region in arena of
future skills provision and development and
has a strong desire to put that knowledge and
experience to good use by playing an active
role in the delivery of the CCR Economic and
Industrial Growth Plan.
Guy’s expertise will strengthen further the
impressive expertise that current board
members Cara Aitchison, President and Vice
Chancellor Cardiff Met and Andrew Cooksley,
Founder and CEO, ACT Training, bring to the
table. With skills provision and development
playing such a fundamental role in the successful
delivery of our Economic growth plan, we are
privileged to welcome an individual of the
calibre of Guy Lacey who will undoubtedly add
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Guy graduated from Oxford Brookes University
in History and Politics and went on from there to
the University of Bath gaining a Post Graduate
Certificate in Secondary Education before
starting a career in education and skills. Guy has
had experience of a number of UK schools and
colleges in the last 25 years, gaining knowledge
of a wide range of approaches to the delivery of
skills-based training to meet the needs of young
people and adults. In addition, Guy worked as
an examiner for the University of Cambridge
examinations syndicate and as a peer Inspector
with Estyn for over ten years.
In 2015 Guy was appointed Principal and Chief
Executive of Coleg Gwent, having held several
other leadership roles at the College since 2003.
When asked why he wished to join the REGP,
Guy said:
I’m delighted to be joining the REGP Board and
see it as a great opportunity to help support
the growth and development of our region.
As someone who is passionate about people
development, it will be great to contribute a
skills-based perspective to the economic
growth agenda of the Board.”
On Guy’s appointment, Frank Holmes, Chair
of the REGP, said:
Our ability to attract board members of the
calibre of Guy Lacey is testament to the impact
both the REGP and other partnership bodies are
having on the development and delivery of the
CCR ambition and strategy. I am particularly
pleased that Guy is joining us from the Regional
Skills Partnership, as movement between
the respective boards – and the continuity of
knowledge that will ensue from these transitions
– can only deliver significant benefit. The different
perspectives Guy brings will be of great value to
us and we are all looking forward to working with
him. I would also like to take this opportunity,
on behalf of the REGP, to thank exiting board
member Simon Pirotte, Principal and CEO of
Bridgend College, for the immense contribution he
has made to the Board throughout the duration of
his appointment and to congratulate him for being
awarded an OBE in the 2021 New Year Honours.”
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CCR | VIDEO SERIES

Pathways to Accessing
Industry Best Training
The fast-evolving Film & TV cluster in Cardiff
Capital Region is becoming a global destination
for some of the best screen productions being
made anywhere in the world.
How good is it? How great could it become?
And how can people from all backgrounds break
into it? Chair Allison Dowzell, Managing Director
of Screen Alliance Wales put those questions
(and more) to a panel of people who are helping
make it all happen – provoking some fascinating
insights into an increasingly valuable sector and
a growing employer in South Wales.
In this first episode guests include: Sue Jeffries
(MD of Sgil Cymru), Richard Moss (MD of
Gorilla Post-Production) and Tom Ware
(Director of Production & Performance, Faculty
of Creative Industries, University of South
Wales), who each give an honest assessment of
where this industry is right now; and where it
could go in the future.

WATCH NOW

Digital Discussion. The panel includes CCR
Graduate Development Officers – Geraldine
O’Sullivan and Laura Carter – as well as
Vanessa Leyshon of eTeach and Sam O’Neil
of Clifton Private Finance, representing two
organisations who have benefitted from the
scheme.

CCR’s dedicated recruiters
manage the whole project
from end-to-end”
Join us to hear how the programme delivers
a professional and positive service to both
employers and candidates – and how the
CCR team of dedicated graduate recruiters
manage the complete end-to-end project,
from creating the job description and
advertising the role, through to assessing
each application and short-listing the best
possible candidates.

Discover How
to Hire the
Graduates
Who are Right
for You

Join us on Monday to see
how the scheme could work
for you”
An impressive 83.5% of graduates placed
have remained to build bright futures with
their organisation, through what Vanessa
and Sam applaud as a “streamlined process
and exceptional candidate experience that’s
a win-win for everyone”. Join us on Monday
for our Digital Discussion on “Recruiting the
‘right’ graduates to take your business to the
next level” – and see how the scheme could
work for you.

Most businesses at some point look to bring
fresh talent, ideas and thinking into the
organisation – but few enterprises have the
time and in-house resources to manage a
graduate recruitment campaign.

DIGITAL DISCUSSIONS

Discover How to Hire
the Graduates Who are
Right for You
You can discover how the scheme works and
the proven results it delivers by joining CCR
Graduate Development Officers Geraldine
O’Sullivan and Laura Carter as they talk to
Vanessa Leyshon of eTeach and Sam O’Neil
of Clifton Private Finance, learning how this
dedicated graduate recruitment team managed
the whole project from end-to-end. from
creating the job description and advertising the
role, through to assessing each application and
short-listing the best possible candidates…
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The Cardiff Capital Region Graduate
Recruitment Scheme was created in March
2019 to take all the hard work – and any
expense – out of the equation: providing a
free, expert graduate recruitment service
to businesses of all sizes across the region,
helping companies recruit the emerging talent
that’s ‘right’ for the role and the company
culture.

A free graduate recruitment
service for businesses of all
sizes across the region”
You can discover how the scheme works and
the proven results it delivers on Monday
15th February, when Business News Wales
hosts the CCR Graduate Recruitment

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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the gravitas and drive to take forward, enhance
and promote regional business engagement,
contributing informed ideas and facilitating
meaningful contributions from businesses across
the region.

Matching the Right Graduates with
the Right Organisations Across the
Region
Recruiting top talent that’s ‘right’ for any business can appear an arduous and even painstaking
task – whether you’re a small SME, a medium-sized enterprise or an established larger firm.
And yet the rewards of ‘getting it right’ are tremendous: bringing fresh ideas, different ways of
thinking, an appetite for learning and a new generation of future leadership to an organisation.

An attraction and assessment service
that delivers within four weeks – for
free.”
Cardiff Capital Region understands this – which is why
we have created an expert graduate attraction and
assessment service that delivers the ‘right’ graduate
to the ‘right’ employer, matching the graduate skillset
and mindset with the professional opportunity and
company culture. The whole process, from briefing
to delivery of a candidate shortlist, normally takes
no more than four weeks and it’s totally free to
any employer in the region: a reflection of CCR’s
commitment to helping businesses build back better,
scale up – and make the Welsh workforce more
resilient, by creating better jobs close to home.

experience to both the employer and the graduate
candidate – taking care to make sure that it’s an
engaging and efficient interview process, with positive
takeaways for all stakeholders.
Employers in all sectors across the region could
benefit from this incredibly valuable service – and
can find out more about the scheme by joining us
next week on Business News Wales for the CCR
Graduate Recruitment Digital Discussion.

Find out more about the role of the Business
Council by downloading our Terms of Reference
HERE

The Cardiff Capital Region is looking
for visionary business leaders to
become members of the CCR Business
Council – bringing the acumen, energy
and passion to direct, inform and
shape the future of business in South
East Wales.

To apply, please fill out the Expressions of
Interest form available to download HERE

Please note that the deadline for Expressions of
Interest is midnight Friday February 19th 2021.
Our aim is to ensure The CCR Business Council
membership reflects the diversity of the Capital
Region, and as such would particularly welcome
new and diverse voices with a passion for the
region.

Established three years ago, the Business
Council plays a key role in working with the CCR
Cabinet, the CCR Economic Growth Partnership,
the Skills Partnership and other high-profile
organisations to ensure that the voice of
business is clearly heard, playing an integral role
in contributing to the growth and prosperity of
the Cardiff Capital Region.

The Board must also reflect the different
business communities and geographic areas
across the Capital Region – and we will seek to
appoint business representatives from a blend
of business types and sizes.

These roles provide the opportunity to influence
decisions and make a tangible difference at a key
moment in the history of the region. It’s a call to
action for leaders who think and do – bringing

With Wales and the world facing unparalleled
pressures and an uncertain employment market, our
360-degree service is aimed at delivering the best
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Interested?

Now more than ever, with Wales and the world
facing unparalleled pressures in deeply uncertain
times, it’s imperative that we fully engage all
businesses to meet the challenges and grasp the
opportunities found across the region – and the
Business Council, under the new leadership of
Nigel Griffifths, is embarking on the next stage of
the journey to achieve exactly that.

“An engaging and positive experience
for the employer and the candidate”

16

CCR Business
Council Invites
Applications
from Visionary
Business
Leaders

If you’re a successful business leader – CEO,
Director or Entrepreneur – with knowledge of or
an active interest in the region’s Priority Sectors
(Medtech/ Life Sciences, Fintech, Cyber, Energy,
Environment, Compound Semiconductors,
Creative Industries), this is the platform and the
place to roll up your sleeves and get things done.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Zip World
About to Take
Off and Bring
The World to
South Wales
Home to the ‘Phoenix’ Zip Line and the unique
Tower Coaster, Zip World Tower is the fourth Zip
World site to open – and the first to establish in
the South Wales valleys.

Nestled in the Rhigos mountain range and boasting
stunning panoramic views, this amazing adventure
hub is situated at the old Tower Colliery coal mining
site – bringing a new lease of life to an historic and
much-loved landmark.
In December, Cardiff Capital Region invested £4.4
million to help bring this major adventure destination
to fruition – and with the first Zip line beginning to
be pulled up the mountain this week, we thought it a
good time to speak with Zip World UK’s Commercial
Director, Andrew Hudson, to hear his vision for this
phenomena in the Valleys and beyond …

sense of place – it doesn’t come much more unique than
the Tower Colliery location.
In recognition of this, the Tower’s Bistro & Bar will also be
the place to dine and enjoy watching the action, with a
relaxed atmosphere and an original pit head wheel as the
focal point, we’ll be able to serve up to 180 covers who can
enjoy our delicious locally sourced food, including some
famous favourites.
With its spectacular views and setting, there won’t
be anywhere like it to eat in the region, or many
other places in the world you can think of.”

Home to the world’s fastest seated
zipline; and a Coaster that’s the only
one of its kind”
“Zip World at Tower Colliery has become the ultimate
Good News Story at a time when it’s probably needed
most. When we open in March (hopefully), the South
Wales valleys will be home to the world’s fastest seated
zipline; and a Coaster that’s the only one of its kind in the
world, where two people can ride side-by-side and control
the speed of the kart, as it travels over 1000 metres from
the original Miner’s Lamp room, past the big Pit Head
and into the stunning Tower Colliery landscape.

 he local support for something
T
like this in the Valleys has been
tremendous”

 his could be the catalyst to put
T
Rhondda Cynon Taff on a global
stage”
“The appetite for the opening has been incredible. We’ve
bucked all the current trends and actually grown our
following on social media, across TikTok, FaceBook and
Instagram – and that’s partly because we are already seen
as an innovative brand; something and somewhere that
people get passionate about. South Wales will have its own
Zip World identity of course – and we’re excited to bring
58 full time jobs to the location initially, as well as seasonal
work, and more job opportunities in the near futires. We’ve
had a large volume of applications from people of all ages
and backgrounds and giving a Welsh Welcome to our
visitors will be very important; as I think this could be the
spark for building a much greater tourist ecosystem here in
the Valleys.

“The local support has been tremendous – from Tyrone
O’Sullivan and the Tower Colliery Team to the whole exmining community, not to mention local suppliers who
really ‘get what we’re trying to do’ all have been amazing
in delivering what we need. We hope to invite many of the
original miners, who are shareholders in the Colliery, to
be the first people to fly the Phoenix zipline. It’s the least
we could do and a fitting way to open the new attraction.
Tyrone and his team really wanted to build and leave
a legacy – and this adventure destination will put the
location firmly on the map for the whole world to see.”

“In fact, we hope to be the catalyst
for bringing Rhondda Cynon Taff
to the whole world.”

“There won’t be anywhere like
it in the UK, or the world.”
“We are creating more than just an adventure destination,
and much more than ‘just’ a twin to Zip World in North
Wales. Every Zip World site is different, with its own unique
topography and personality that reflects the locality and

18
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Cardiff Capital
Region and Welsh
Government
Collaborate to
Create Pioneering
Energy Vision and
Strategy
A pioneering collaboration between
Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) and
the Welsh Government is about
to transform the way energy is
generated, transported and utilised in
South East Wales – making the stepchange that’s essential to meet the UK
net zero carbon targets by 2050.
The Welsh Government Energy Service (WGES)
is working with each region across Wales –
and this partnership has created the CCR
Energy Vision & Strategy, bringing together
the knowledge and insights of over a hundred
stakeholders across the region. This is the first
of the 4 regional outputs to be approved by the
respective Regional Cabinets and puts the CCR
firmly on a pathway to achieve net zero carbon
by 2050.

The Vision and Strategy
Kellie Beirne, Director of the
Cardiff Capital Region City Deal,
sees this transformation as a
major part of enhancing health
and wellbeing in communities
across the region, as well as supporting a
just transition to a clean growth economy
and protecting the environment for future
generations:
“The options and choices put in front of us have
been stark and there are no neutral decisions.
There’s a consensus across the region that these

20
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decisions need to be made now; and our initial
delivery plan, due in the Spring, will present the
emergent Energy Strategy, including how we align
the regional approach to the local strategies of the
ten Councils and co-ordinate implementation of
the plan.”
The plan will scope the first ‘Energy Mission’
for the region, recognising the interlinked
characteristics of climate crisis, historic low
growth and productivity in the region – and the
post COVID-19 recovery. It will inform both
City Deal and City Region opportunities and
wider funding streams as the region evolves to a
Corporate Joint Committee model, embedding
a core set of energy ‘asks and offers’ within
a levelling-up investment prospectus that
showcases the potential for transformative
programmes of activity.
Huw David, Regional
Cabinet Board Member with
portfolio responsibility for
the environment, air quality
and sustainable transport,
highlighted the requirement to amplify the
emphasis on decarbonisation as integral to
“Building Back Better” – and the need to agree
the strategy and implementation plan for the
new financial year:
“Many scientists believe that the next 15 years
will be the most consequential period in the
history of humanity, demanding from us our best
endeavours in dealing with a global pandemic
– and a climate and extinction emergency. As a
result of COVID-19 and the huge scarring effects
on global and local economies alike, all of this
will play out against the backdrop of what some
experts are calling ‘a systemic economic crisis’.
Against this context, we have the opportunity
to build upon the region’s unique natural energy
generating assets – and use the strength of our
existing manufacturing base as a springboard
for a transition to a hydrogen economy, with the
creation of multiple Clean Growth hubs.”
The UK Government’s recent ‘10 Point Plan for
a Green Industrial Revolution’ provides further
perspective to this major new Energy policy
development, offering CCR the opportunity to
align with an increased R&D and infrastructure
spending – and working in the spirit of CCR’s
declared intent to create the conditions for

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

transitioning to a carbon neutral economy and society
in the CCR, using low carbon energy as an enabler
of economic regeneration, to grow ‘clean’ regional
income that protects the environment.
Potential to create 47,330 jobs and a £7.2bn uplift in
Gross Value Add
Analysis (BEIS sub-regional data 2019) shows that
the energy use is 33 terawatt hours v each year across
heat, electricity, transport and fuel. To put that in
perspective, Mid Wales uses 5 terawatt hours. That
demonstrates the hive of industrial and consumer
activity across our region. Currently, only one sixth of
this comes from renewable sources, predominantly
electricity. So the challenge of decarbonising the
remaining five sixths is significant. To achieve the
energy system transformation, Welsh Government
techno-economic analysis shows that the investment
needed between now and 2035 totals £8.6bn, with
investments required from a range of stakeholders.
That investment however, would create 47,330
(mostly net) jobs and a £7.2bn uplift in GVA
Creating an Actionable Plan
To meet the targets, CCR needs a 55% reduction
in emissions from its energy system by 2035 –
achievable by a 51% decrease in domestic heat and
power, a 54% reduction in commercial and industrial
sectors and a 60% reduction in road transport
emissions.
An actionable plan is being evolved to meet these
targets, with key potential pillars already in place,
including:
Levelling-Up: The CCR Levelling-up Prospectus
contains proposals predicted to generate a GVA of
£12bn and 12,414 jobs, centered around objectives
that include domestic and commercial retrofit,
hydrogen demonstration and harnessing tidal power.
Energy Mission: A proven and innovative way of
structuring public investments, responding directly
to problems posed by focusing on societal factors
such as behavioural-change. CCR’s Local Wealth
Building Challenge Fund is a strong example of such
a challenge-driven approach; providing a successful
template for developing an Energy Mission to address
a myriad of energy challenges.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

Innovation: New energy technologies are emerging
at a rapid pace in the transition towards a low carbon
economy and there are promising opportunities for
these transitions to bring benefits for communities
across CCR. Through the Smart Living Initiative, the
Welsh Government support Demonstrator ‘placebased and needs-led’ projects across Wales seeking to
position Cardiff as a ‘catalyst of change’ in particular
towards low carbon transportation.
Building Back Better: Already one of the key ‘5 for
5’ priority areas for CCR, ‘Build Back Better’ places
an emphasis on embedding energy imperatives into
economic objectives, to develop specific projects and
programmes; and move the mental model towards
maximising wellbeing through societal and economic
impacts.
Evolution towards a CJC: The move towards an
environment broader and more diverse than the
City Deal would see a pioneering regional economic
governance with the CCR Cabinet as a Corporate Joint
Committee. This naturally opens up opportunities for
regional public investment on a wider scale – for R&D,
infrastructure, the new Shared Prosperity Fund, the
£12bn Green Industrial Revolution Fund and a revised
Industrial Strategy.
Transport Strategy: Metro Plus and other local
transport work all contain an element of carbon
reduction. The LEV Taxi Strategy, £1.3m ULEV
procurement and regional electric bus feasibility
study are also underway, with capacity to align with
combined core energy development.
Engagement: Beyond the extensive engagement
already undertaken, a wide-ranging engagement
strategy will continue, focusing on developing databased evidence that the CCR Vision produces greater
GVA and net jobs than a BAU scenario.
Further information on our strategic intent and
emerging delivery plans will be shared over the
coming weeks and months.
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Firstly, we asked Gemma to explain what she has
been creating behind the scenes at miFuture…
“I feel like the last five years has been building up to this
question; ‘What if we could create a brand-new job seeking
experience?’
“For years we have been in this space of wanting to push
boundaries and that is exactly where we are with Skill
Bursts; taking the gamification of learning apps like
DuoLingo, applying it to employability skills – and then
rewarding players with real-time future-focused job and
training opportunities.
“We don’t just reward them with badges and high scores,
but with nudges like ‘hey you’re doing great, Bridgend
College have a construction course for you’; or ‘NDEC
are running a Cyber Camp’ or ‘Newport Wafer Fab have
an apprenticeship they want you to apply for’. The more
they play, the more skilful they become – and the more
opportunity nudges they receive.”

The Future of
Getting a Job
is miFuture
miFuture, brainchild of former teacher
and International Rugby player Gemma
Hallett, is forging a new era for our dated
careers process in the form of an app-based
technology that matches our digitally-native
Generation Z with local employability
opportunities.
With the pandemic having a potentially
disproportionate impact on young people’s
prospects – and in a world where skills
needs are constantly changing – there’s a
clear need to connect our young people with
real-time local employment, vocation and
apprenticeship pathways:

with the next iteration of the journey about to
enter a beta testing phase. Skills Bursts aims to
penetrate the digital behaviours of our GenZ era
by using gamification techniques in the form of
a series of digital games and tasks aligned with
transferrable essential employability skills –
where the rewards are not points but rather
local career matches.
Exciting? Inspiring? Ground breaking? We think it
is. We also think it epitomises the things we need
to do to deliver on our CCR ambition to become
a truly Connected, Competitive, Resilient region.
So in recognition of that, and in celebration of
it being National Skills Day we caught up with
Gemma Hallett, Chief Mobiliser and CEO at
miFuture, to find out more about Skills Bursts.

Creating a brand-new job seeking
experience.”

Using tech as a hyperlocal solution
to move young people towards
employment and training in every
community in Wales.”

“For me it’s about being hyperlocal and opening doors to
emerging, growth and priority sectors. There are local roles
available that lead to fulfilling and skilled futures – and
we have got to make people aware of them. Showcasing
corporate roles in London or Manchester to a 17yr old in
Porth will not move the needle. It will not mean anything
to a school leaver in Aberystwyth or a girl on a construction
course in Bridgend.

miFuture is an inspiring example of the fusion
of insight, innovation and technology. With
98% of GenZ using smartphones, it puts
the world of opportunity in the hands of
job-seekers, through a “tinder for careers”
style app. And the future doesn’t stop there,
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“In essence, miFuture provides a timely intervention that
does not currently exist. If we can get these types of nudges
into the hands of young people early enough, we aim to
encourage them away from low skilled jobs and send
them on a different trajectory that benefits them and the
local skills economy. We can literally reward them with
pathways leading towards better jobs, closer to home –
and towards the emerging, priority and growth sectors that
have significant skill gaps.”

How is your approach different to others in this
space?

An inspiring fusion of insight,
innovation and technology.
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Providing pathways to better jobs
closer to home – in growth sectors
with significant skill gaps.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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“There are some incredible apps in this space, with the likes
of IBM, Vodafone and HSBC as partners in big UK cities.
That looks good for your brand right? But we are forgetting
that 95% of businesses are Micro (0-9 employees) and
these are the employers that are right there in the heart of
young people’s communities. These small but successful
enterprises cannot compete perception-wise against the ‘big
guys’, so they tend to rely on ‘who they already know’ when
they recruit. We are doing it differently, the opposite to
what the big guys and platforms are doing – and that is how
we intend to make an impact, using tech as a hyperlocal
solution to move young people towards employment and
training in every community, village and town in Wales –
and ultimately the UK and beyond.”

Improving the skills in the local talent
pool and economy by upskilling our
own people.
Can you expand on what you mean by “hyperlocal”?
“A school leaver that does not go to university is less likely
to leave their hometown, right? That’s the most critical time
for me, if we can capture young people at this point and
nudge them towards local sectors, their trajectory changes
and so does the quality of their future. It also improves the
skills in the local talent pool and economy by upskilling our
own people.
“Lynette Thomas at the Open University claims that
‘employers in Wales are spending more than £350 million a
year on the skills shortage but buying skills and not building
them is a short-term approach’. That is not sustainable, but
a pipeline of young talent nudged early enough, is.”

Reaching into current digital
behaviour to reinvent the way school
leavers engage with opportunities.”
How will gamifying employability skills work?
“There’s no doubt that skills are the employee currency of
the future and young people have an ability to accelerate
their skill sets far faster than previous generations. This
‘bite size’ generation is coming of age and the way skills are
acquired will change everything that has gone before.
“67% of Generation Z are mobile gamers and training
through gamification has a 184% higher completion
rate than training that does not. Skill Bursts operates at
this intersection of gaming and learning – feeding into
that desire for instant gratification and rewards that is
synonymous with this on-demand digital-native generation.
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This new information hub features at-a-glance
City Deal project updates by sector and
by county, an investments hub showcasing
investment opportunities available across the
region, plus the funds that are available for new
projects with step by step information on how to
access them. Other features include the latest
news and events, an easy-to-access archive of
all CCR papers and publications together with
information on each of the CCR priority sectors,
key areas of focus and the roles, responsibilities
and remit of our governance and advisory
bodies.
Suzanne Chesterton, CCR Head of Marketing
and Communications said:

“So in effect we are reaching into this generation’s current
digital behaviour to reinvent the way school leavers engage
with opportunities.”

Pushing boundaries to leverage
a young person’s skillset to match
local sector needs

“The new portal is far more comprehensive than our
previous website, as well as being more visual and
infographic, including a colour-coded place map of
all activity in every borough. We’re conscious that
we have many stakeholders, each of whom needs
different types of information delivered in the most
engaging way – so our new portal has been designed
to provide just that, with something for everyone who
is interested in what the CCR is doing, the projects
that we’re completing, the funding opportunities that
we offer – and, crucially, the outcomes that we’re
delivering in terms of investments made, private
sector leverage expected and additional jobs being
created, on every project in every borough.

“If anyone wants to be part of this
early chapter in the Skill Bursts
journey, we would love to hear
from you.”

What can we look forward to seeing and hearing
more about in 2021?

“In creating this information hub we have worked very
closely with Karolo Design who have done a super
job in creating a portal that is game changing for us in
the accessibility, transparency and visual appeal
of information displayed.”

“We are going hard on Skill Bursts, for sure – pushing
boundaries to leverage a young person’s skillset to
match local sector needs. We’ll continue exploring with
Cyber, Construction and Digital Sector leaders and
we’ll be expanding the depth and width of content and
opportunities with other sectors too.

CCR Launches a
New Destination
Portal for the
Region

“We’re about to soft-launch a beta list at skills.mifuture.
co.uk, to gain more feedback and involvement before hard
launch. We’re thrilled to have Careers Wales on-board
as sponsor of the initial Problem-Solving Skill Burst and
helping us reach school leavers across Wales. This will
be crucial in tackling a gamified UX that inspires a digital
native generation – and I’m incredibly excited about getting
the volume of users for us to truly test, learn and improve
on this.

Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) has launched
a comprehensively informative and highlyengaging new portal that brings to life the
vision of CCR to reshape South East Wales –
and, critically, gives an ongoing picture of the
projects and investments that are re-energising
all 10 unitary boroughs in a region that’s home
to 1.5 million people and responsible for 50%
of Welsh economic output.

“This has not been done before. It’s a great project of cocreation, listening and learning from employers, Welsh
sector leaders and the young people themselves.
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The new portal – cardiffcapitalregion.wales
– is available in both English and Welsh
mediums; and will be updated frequently
to provide a wide-ranging and in-depth
resource for all information needs.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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bespoke, so it can become part of a complete contamination
control solution – something that’s a big part of the Gwalia
philosophy which can be encapsulated in the Hybrisphere
for total protection against the pandemic as the economy
prepares to come out of lockdown”
The growth included diversifying into new services,
with the addition of a Decontamination Team that
provides 24/7 certified sanitising application to highprofile contracts including the elite sports sector such
as Parc-y-Scarlets.

Increased demand for medical device
manufacturing and automation has
seen the arrival of 11 new machines
and the expansion of the cleanroom
facility”

Gwalia Healthcare
– Going from
Strength to
Strength
Last autumn we talked to Rod Parker
and Kate Owen at Gwalia Healthcare
about the tremendous work being
undertaken by the Treforest-based
business to deal with the pandemic
whilst recovering from a major flood
just prior – from stepping in to fulfil
sanitisation and contamination
control needs across all sectors of the
economy, to taking new concepts to
commercialisation in medical device
manufacturing.
Five months on, we caught up with Rod and Kate
to see how the company has developed through
a winter that’s posed further challenges to many
businesses across Wales and the UK …
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We’ve grown our workforce by
over 40% and are planning further
infrastructure developments to
expand capacity in all divisions of
the business”
“It’s been a time of continued investment for us,
from developing our products to expanding our
team and strengthening our infrastructure, as we
manage increased demand from our traditional
and new customers in both the UK, US and other
export markets” enthuses Kate. “The demand for
pharmaceutical and automotive packaging remains
central to our business – and this increased vastly, so
we’ve scaled up our workforce by over 40% and we’re
now a 77-strong team. That growth has also seen us
look to increase our warehousing capacity by another
400 pallet spaces – so we really have stepped up to
another level.

“Our growth and drive for continual improvement has seen
us invest heavily in new machinery and cleanroom capability
– with 11 new machines arriving here at Treforest. This
includes new top of the range Fanuc injection moulding lines
to cope with the surging demand for the Geko, a wearable
electrostimulation device. In addition, new injection blow
moulding and extrusion blow moulding machines are
arriving weekly.
These machines are electric rather than hydraulic, making
them much more efficient, radically reducing energy
consumption. A single electric injection moulding machine,
for example, uses 1.4kW of energy every hour, less than
half the energy needed to boil a household kettle once! This
investment has been vital in enabling us to meet increased
demand across all divisions of the business – but it’s also
good to know that they’re reducing our carbon footprint too.

We’ve invested in our Flood Defences,
using a Welsh-based expert in the
field.”

“As a result of the last year’s flooding, we recognised a need
to protect the business by investing in Flood Defences
across our facility. These were constructed last autumn by
Swansea-based Lakeside Flood Solutions Ltd. and means
that all the access points are now protected through a
state-of-the-art panel system, as well as two submersible
pump systems. It’s given everyone in our team even
more confidence for the future – and allows us to focus
on delivering to our customers, developing our product
offerings and growing our market presence further.”
Rod added; Very few SME’s will have made such progress in
the face of massive challenge in just 12 months. All divisions
of the business are seeing significant growth as we continue
to invest in new capacity, personnel and the facility. In turn
this will increase jobs and local supply chains with the hope
of bringing health and well-being to our community.”
We look forward to seeing what the next 6 months
will bring but things we can be confident of are that;
Gwalia will continue to go from strength to strength,
and that Rod and his team will do that in a way that’s
good for the company, good for the community and
good for the environment.

We’ve invested continually in
our products and services”
“Product-wise, we’re very excited to be partnering
with Hybrisan and their advanced sanitiser, as
it’s alcohol-free and provides ongoing pathogenic
protection to treat both surfaces and hands. We’re
also now a key UK distributor for Graco SaniSpray HP
disinfectant sprayers, which is an incredibly efficient
and consistent airless spraying solution to handle
any disinfecting and sanitising job. We’re able to offer
Hybrisan in both the manufacturer packaging or
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for one month per driver. The scheme will run over a
3 year period. The intention is to purchase 34 of these
taxis before the end of March 2021, with a further
10 vehicles being supplied in early April. 6 of these
vehicles will be purchased for use in Denbighshire and
Pembrokeshire, and the other 44, to be kept within the
CCR. It is expected that the scheme will be operational
late June / early July.
Cardiff Council are also considering a Lease Hire
Scheme, funded by WG Clean Air Fund, and which
could potentially expand to the Region longer term.
Both of these programmes will closely align.
Educational webinars scheduled for March

Cardiff Capital
Region (CCR)
Ultra Low
Emission Vehicle
Strategy Takes
Significant Steps
Forward
The CCR Regional Transport Authority has
reported on the rapid, positive progress
made on its ULEV initiatives – despite the
Covid-19 backcloth and the immensely
challenging environment that has created.
By way of background, in May 2020 Welsh
Government (WG) awarded the Region
£1.296m from its Ultra Low Emission Vehicle
Transformation Fund to deliver initiatives
intended to assist WG transform the network
to ULEV and help reach their targets of zero
emissions from buses and taxis by 2028. The
award constituted the highest award made
in Wales, followed a bid made by Merthyr
Council in February 2020 on behalf of the
CCR.
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The schemes proposed included the delivery
of electric vehicle infrastructure for public
use, taxis and private hire specific, and buses
at various locations, including transport hubs
throughout the region.
Subsequent to the award and despite the
challenging environment presented by Covid-19
progress has been made on each of the areas as
follows:
Taxi EV infrastructure plan in delivery and due
to complete by end of June 2021
SWARCO has been awarded a contract to deliver
34 chargers at 31 sites throughout the Region
and a concession agreement has been reached to
manage and maintain the infrastructure, with the
Region benefitting from a growing shared return
on investment over the lifetime of the contract.
Installation of the infrastructure is intended to
be completed within the next 5 months.
ULEV Taxi “Try before you buy scheme”
to launch in the summer
Funding has also been awarded from the same
fund, to deliver a ‘Try before you buy’ scheme for
taxi drivers to encourage them to transition to
100%, London compliant, wheel chair accessible
vehicles. Orders are currently being placed for
50 Nissan Dynamo taxis to allow taxi drivers /
operators the opportunity to try before they buy
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In recognition of the fact that transitioning to a ULEV
vehicle is a major decision and one that for many
operators may have more questions than answers, an
initial taxi webinar is currently being prepared with
an expected delivery date of 11th March 2021. The
first webinar is intended to educate and inform on
a number of matters including; available incentives
and financing options, tax and insurance implications,
range and reliability concerns, charging considerations
-at home and roadside, and maintenance provision.
The aim is to provide all the necessary information to
enable taxi drivers and operators to make informed
choices in respect of transitioning to 100% electric
vehicles.
Significant Progress made in identifying appropriate
sites for expanding charging infrastructure
112 sites have been identified and costed to deliver
public use charging infrastructure throughout the
region, including locations such as on-street, public car
parks and transport hubs. A bid has been submitted
to the WG ULEV fund to deliver this capability in
the 2021/22 financial year, and further locations are
also being considered over and above those already
identified by Local Authorities.

Capital Region but also for the reduction in emissions
and noise pollution. By delivering regionally, it will
ensure that operationally, the end user will have a
uniform process for using charging infrastructure
across all 10 Local Authorities, with payment methods
and infrastructure being dependable and user friendly.
Initiatives such as these will help Wales play its part
in tackling climate change and the CCR will continue
to work with the other regions within Wales to try
to ensure comparable and compatible infrastructure
throughout Wales.
Further next steps will include the consideration of
hydrogen, renewable energy and digital technology
required to truly embrace the zero emissions agenda
and the new technologies that could be developed to
future proof such projects in line with the Well-being
and Future Generations Act and vision.
A full Energy vision and strategy for the CCR has been
created in collaboration with WG Energy Service
and more information will be available on the initial
implementation plans in the Spring.
Huw David, Chair of the CCR Transport Authority
said:
“I am delighted with the excellent progress we are making
on these initiatives. We have a real opportunity here for the
CCR to lead the UK, to be an exemplar region in both the
deployment of EV infrastructure, and in the subsequent
take up of ULEV’s. We have the ambition, the plans, the
right networks and collaborative working practices and the
ability to deliver at pace and at scale.
“The delivery of this programme will help us realise our vision
for the future of transport, sustain real behavioural change
and put the region on a pathway to achieve net zero carbon
emissions by 2050, with taxis and buses accelerated much
earlier in line with WG’s 2028 target.”

15 sites have also been identified and costed to deliver
a bus use charging infrastructure. Similarly, a bid
has been submitted to WG to fund their delivery in
2021/22.
The results of both bids are expected late March 2021.
The tangible progression of the ULEV initiatives and
associated funding, particularly in such difficult times,
is a big step forward in the ambitions for not only
improving the transport infrastructure of the Cardiff
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Fintech.
A Priority Sector.
And Potential
World-Leader?
When Cardiff Capital Region made
‘Fintech’ a Priority Sector, it did
more than acknowledge the fact
that financial technology drives
the way Wales and the world saves,
pays, invests, borrows, budgets and
transfers its money.
It recognised that the UK’s position as a global
Fintech leader – and South East Wales’ recent
development as home to a growing fintech
ecosystem – has created a potential catalyst for
the region to establish a truly world-class cluster,
serving one of the highest-value sectors on the
planet.
Over the next few weeks we’ll be looking to
shine a light on the fintech sector here in CCR,
uncovering key insights into the companies,
communities, partnerships and personalities
that make it one of one the most fascinating
industries in our region. In this our first article of
the series, we examine the conditions for success
that fintech in our region currently enjoys – and
look at the benefits they can bring …
Economically important with a high-performing
GVA.
The latest data from Whitecap and the CCR
shows that, outside London, the Cardiff Capital
Region Fintech cluster is amongst the top
Fintech hotspots in the UK – with the highest
density of Fintech activity shown by GVA per
capita and ratio of people employed in the sector.
Within the Cardiff Capital Region itself, Fintech
employees deliver in excess of £10k extra GVA
over and above the regional average. The GVA
of specific Fintech activity is estimated at over
£500m per annum, or nearly £2bn if we factor in
Financial Services companies who are adopting
Fintech within their business activities.
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One of the top Fintech regions
in the UK, contributing up to £2
billion to the CCR economy”
Set to flourish from a firm foundation.
There’s an established Fintech ecosystem here
in the CCR, clustered around Cardiff and the
Newport-Pontypool corridor – with the potential
to become renowned globally for our fintech
sector.
This cluster is already home to 3 of Europe’s top
5 online insurance aggregators and if we look at
the companies who deliver financial products
and services through technology – be it a
business based primarily around fintech-enabled
financial services (e.g. an aggregator like Go
Compare) or, an FS company that adopts Fintech
as a part of its offering (e.g. an insurer such
as Admiral) – it’s clear that we have a defined
cluster of fintech communities, business models,
organisations, best practices, products, services
and relevant technologies that stretch much
further and wider than ‘just’ insurtech.

Being clustered brings potential
to build a fintech ecosystem of
global repute”
There are some high-profile examples of Welsh
Government support for Fintech and Fintechrelated companies in the region – including the
£140k investment in Optimum Credit to expand
and create 23 new jobs and LDMS receiving
£651,000 to support its Cardiff HQ and create
up to 80 jobs. Of the FinTech companies that are
located, or at least have a presence in the region
it’s estimated that across all their operations
£700m has already been raised with private
capital investment. Those companies include
Active Quote, ANNA Money, Lip-sync, Coin
cover, Counting Up, Currency Cloud, Delio,
Disberse, Hodge, Myinpad, Pension the Pennies,
Sapiens (UK) Insurance Software Solutions,
Senseforth, Sonovate, W2 Global Data Solutions,
Twist2Pay, Wealthify and Yoello – as well as the
two oft-quoted ‘marquee investments’ in Monzo
Bank and Starling Bank.
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A valuable – and fast-growing – employer.
More than 5,000 people in Wales are currently
employed in a role that directly generates revenue in
Fintech – and a wider 15,700 employee population
working for financial service enterprises that are
adopting fintech to deliver their product or service.
Some of those skills are the ‘usual suspects’ – such
as Java, which is very much a stalwart of software
development – but the skills matrix also shows
continual and growing demand for everything from
data storage and analysis through to cloud-based
architectures and more modern coding languages.

A 15,700 employee population,
with wide-ranging skillsets”
The lessons from other clusters is that here in the
Cardiff Capital Region, we will need to build our own
‘native’ talent pipeline of skills to fulfil the growing
demand, as well as attracting more skillsets from
outside the region, to meet our short, mid and longterm needs – providing a potentially valuable win-win
collaboration with FE and HE colleges across the
region.

University of South Wales, Cardiff University Data
Innovation Accelerator and National Software
Academy, the CCR Graduate Scheme, the University
of South Wales CEMET, the Welsh Contact Centre
Forum Graduate Scheme, and Cardiff Met and the
Open University funded apprenticeships
A global voice in Fintech.
FinTech Wales was established in 2019 to raise
the awareness of the thriving fintech ecosystem in
Wales: focusing on having the right skills in place
and supporting this vibrant community to start-up,
scale and grow. CCR works closely with Fintech
Wales to support their vision of establishing Wales
as a rapidly emerging pillar of the global Fintech
Economy, investing in their activities to engage with
both Fintech entrepreneurs and innovators looking
to launch their business in Wales, as well as nurturing
and supporting those companies already here in the
region.

Supporting this vibrant community to
start-up, scale and grow, establishing
Wales as a rapidly emerging pillar of
the global Fintech Economy”

An innovative partner with business and academia.
Win-win collaboration is critical if Wales is to build
resilience, build back better, level up, scale up and
achieve inclusive growth. Both younger and more
established Fintech’s have embraced the importance
of partnering wherever possible with other businesses
and academic institutions that can add value.

Win-win collaboration is critical if
Wales is to build resilience and build
back better”
This cooperation can range from complimentary
offerings that evolve a product or service, to sharing
of platforms and customer bases – and even the
‘omnichannel-on-steroids’ approach adopted by
online banks such as Monzo and Starling, where
third parties can offer their services as part of the
customer experience, building a more integrated way
of managing finances, insurance, energy, etc. Admiral,
GoCompare.com, Confused.com and CurrencyCloud
all rank highly as intelligent exploiters of a partnered
approach – and other means of partnering with
academia for research and skills supply are also being
embraced, with dozens of Fintech’s engaging with
The Centre for Financial and Professional Services,
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Over the next few weeks we will be running a series of
insights into Fintech in Wales – exploring the emerging
vision, strategy and roadmap for fintech in the region,
detailing the motivation and performance of the
different types of companies who make up the cluster
– and finding out what core actions are in place to
make tangible significant progress, by showcasing the
leadership and innovation that pervades the sector
and looking at what’s being done to attract, retain and
develop the talent needed to power this cluster.
Each article will explore a different dimension of the
sector – and each will make a call for the views of all
stakeholders involved. That platform for your voice
starts in our next feature,
where we spotlight the
work being done by
FinTech Wales to help
shape and drive the
sector here in Cardiff
Capital Region.
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– and why it’s a uniquely rewarding and fascinating career,
welcoming to everyone. That’s the way we’ll open up the
careers pathways into our sector – and until we do that,
we’ll limit what we can truly achieve.”

We need to make fintech a
destination employer of choice
for all potential talent”

Two Fintech
Journeys One
“Fintech Wales”
Vision
Fintech Wales was established in 2019
to raise awareness of the thriving
fintech ecosystem in Wales, focusing
on helping get the right skills and
funding in place and supporting this
vibrant community to start-up, scale
and grow.
With a mission to empower fintech and financial
service companies here in Wales – and make
Welsh Fintech a pillar of the global economy
by nurturing talent while connecting and
enabling stakeholders across the sector –
this independent membership association is
championing one of CCR’s key priority sectors,
so we spoke to Founder and Chair Richard Theo
and CEO Sarah Williams-Gardener, to explore
what lies ahead and find out more about their
own personal journey in this high-value, fastgrowing sector…
“I was invited to be the fintech envoy for Wales by the
UK Government in 2018 as part of their strategy to
make the UK the best place in the world to start and
grow a fintech ”, explains Richard, who co-founded
both Wealthify and ActiveQuote in the Cardiff area.
“Here in Wales that meant advising on how we
could best power up a potential cluster that already
had strong market leaders such as Admiral and
GoCompare, as well as a burgeoning host of start-ups,
in place – to give everyone the best chance of success.”
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Becoming Fintech Envoy for
Wales to give everyone the best
chance of success”
“Setting up Fintech Wales was the logical next step”
says Richard “to bring together entrepreneurs, small,
medium and large enterprises, tech suppliers, higher
and further education, schools, the public sector
– and anyone else who plays a part in enabling or
supporting this sector.”
Having divested Wealthify and retained a
NEDship of ActiveQuote, what motivated
Richard to take the lead in shaping Fintech
in Wales?
“Part of it was the desire to ‘give something back’. I
came to Cardiff in the early 80’s to study computer
systems and networks, got caught up in the passion
of the place, and stayed. We all enjoy a wonderful
work/life balance here in the region – it’s part of our
‘sell’ a place that offers opportunity and the chance to
work with some remarkable people.”

I wanted to give something back
and push the sector forward”
Any frustrations?
“The frustrations are common to all parts of the
UK”, notes Richard. “When my children return from
school after a careers discussion, I ask them what
occupations were covered. And ‘Tech’, or more
specifically, ‘enabling tech through data science’ is
never even mentioned. We remain obsessed with the
old professions of law, accountancy and the others, to
the detriment of the new and the future. In the States,
tech is ‘cool’ and that’s why they have the top-10
tech colleges in the world. We need to really connect
with students from their school days onwards, telling
the story of how tech is such a critical force for good
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Nurturing a sustainable skills base for the region is a
key pillar of the Fintech Wales mission and Richard
is encouraged by collaborations already in place,
with partners and courses that include; University
of South Wales CEMET, Cardiff University National
Software Academy, and the Data Innovation
Accelerator, Welsh Contact Centre Forum’s 2 year
Graduate programmes in Financial Services and Data
Science – both of which have a number of high profile
participating employers.
“But we really can’t be complacent and we need to engage
strongly with the potential and emerging talent in Wales,
making our sector a destination employer of choice.”
Pathways into the industry is a core part of the
strategy Fintech Wales are currently shaping. That
strategy will also be looking at how to; support
businesses seeking access to funding, provide
networking and mentoring support to assist with
growth ambition, create centralised working spaces
to foster innovation and collaborative working, and
amplify the brilliant success stories we have in our
midst to help build a sector of global repute.

Our constitution was created to
include and deliver actions for
everyone.”
Richard is clear that the foundations are now in
place to maximise the potential of this high-value
cluster. “We were careful to create a constitution that
represents small, medium and large enterprises, with
an advisory panel that revolves on a regular basis,
appointing Directors with clear remits to deliver.
It means Fintech Wales will always be here for
everyone in fintech, taking the broadest of views and
continually actioning what needs to be done for the
whole sector.”
For Sarah, becoming CEO of Fintech Wales “has brought
together two of my passions my life: Wales and Innovation.
Like many people my own journey took me to London but,
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even though it’s only two hours away from Wales, I still
found myself smiling broadly every time I drove ‘home’
westwards over the bridge. My professional life has seen
me work as UK Government Affairs Director for IBM
and become a proud founding member of the challenger
start-up Starling Bank, so I have an in-depth and very
informed perspective of what the Fintech sector. For
me, our mission is more than ‘just’ making Wales a go-to
location for Fintech businesses. It’s about listening to the
hopes, dreams and ambitions of our members, removing
any factors that inhibit the success of both the innovators
and the enterprises. We really are here for the small, the
medium and the large.”

This has brought together two
of my passions in life: Wales and
Innovation”
“We’re currently working on a series of strategies and
actions to stimulate interest in the sector – and we’ve been
conscious to build an ecosystem around both Fintech
‘Family’ and Fintech ‘Friends’, bringing together support
from organisations as diverse as world-class universities
and professional service firms specialising in critical areas
such as regulatory law, trademarking, tax and many
more. From our networking we know the importance of
giving every start-up and scale-up the support they need,
the moment they need it. That’s why mentoring and
celebration programmes – or simply being there to listen
and advise – is so important. ”

The bigger picture couldn’t be more
encouraging”
“The bigger picture couldn’t be more encouraging. Along
with Richard and Louise O’Shea of Confused, I was
fortunate to be heavily involved in the Kalifa Review –
Cardiff has been recognised in the top 10 UK emerging
Fintech clusters. By collaborating it’s clear that we have
every opportunity to make Wales and the rest of the UK
a more attractive location for Fintech’s to start and grow.
The Kalifa report has suggested the creation of a ‘scalebox’
that provides the additional financial and technological
support that Fintech’s need to realise their full potential,
this combines with the listing recommendations in the Hill
report reaffirms the UK’s attractiveness and continued
support for this fast growing innovative sector.
A big ‘thank you’ to Richard and Sarah for sharing
their journey in Fintech so far. Look out for our series
of articles and digital discussions that follow – and
discover the full story of what this fascinating fastgrowing sector is bringing to Wales.
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Encouragingly, the Fintech Wales thinking to
date mirrors much of what was recommended
in last month’s long-awaited Kalifa Review of
UK Fintech Strategy. The 106-page report,
commissioned by HM Treasury and authored by
former Worldpay CEO Ron Kalifa OBE, put into
context the opportunity of a sector that globally
is worth around £110 billion and is expected to
more than triple to £380 billion by the end of the
decade.

A Fintech Strategy
to Build a Cluster
of Global Repute
Fintech Wales is already on a journey
to build a Fintech ecosystem of global
standing – with an initial £250,000
award from CCR funding a preliminary
assessment of the region’s potential to
become an established fintech player
on the world stage.
The commitment is there, collaborations are
in place and an ecosystem is beginning to
emerge: with Fintech Wales shaping a strategy
to include building talent pipelines, access to
funding and establishing a Foundry – all essential
pillars to support a platform that will give voice,
confidence and momentum to the start-up,
scaling and large enterprises that make up this
fast-growing and high-value sector in South East
Wales.

“Bringing increased trade and
jobs – as well as greater inclusion
and recovery.”
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The UK has around a 10% market share of
that figure – but the true significance to Wales
and the CCR may be even greater than those
numbers, with Kalifa maintaining that “Fintech
is more than a niche sector. It’s a tech-enabled
revolution that can bring increased trade and
jobs – as well as greater inclusion and recovery.”
Those sentiments clearly chime with the CCR
ambitions of levelling-up, scaling up, building
back better and developing economic clusters –
and the ‘next steps’ outlined by Kalifa are already
being reflected in the Fintech Wales’ strategy
too, including:
Skilling-Up: Fintech Wales has placed an
absolute priority on building a talent pipeline
through close relationships with schools, FE
and HE, as well as identifying opportunities
for retraining and upskilling. The CCR cluster
already offers pathways into the industry
through Cardiff University’s National Software
Academy and Data Science programmes
and their 1-year MSc Fintech, with specialist
collaborations also involving the Cardiff Fintech
Research Group and the Data Innovation
Accelerator. Sina Yamani, Founder & CEO of
Yoello, is a graduate of Cardiff University and is
just one example of how skilling and academic
collaboration can drive fintech in the Cardiff
Capital Region.
Clusters, Connectivity & Collaboration: Kalifa
is committed to nurturing high growth potential
clusters outside London – and accelerating
the development of these clusters through
further investment and a coordinated strategy.
The vision is one where the term ‘fintech’ will
become gradually redundant as collaboration
between large financial services organisations
and enabling technology companies become an
integral part of doing business – and in an even
wider context showing how tech can transform
any organisation. The collaboration between
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ActiveQuote and Cardiff University – and pioneering
work being done by Shipshape VC to match start-ups
with investors based on semantic algorithms – shows
how this spirit of partnership is already driving market
developments in our region.
Greater Investment: Though the UK is already among
the top three destinations for fintech investment
globally, its numbers pale in comparison to that of
the US and China. Kalifa suggests unlocking capital
to create a £1bn ‘Growth Fund’, enhancing sector
visibility with a global family of indices and expanding
R&D tax credits – and likewise, Sarah WilliamsGardener, CEO of Fintech Wales, views investment
and access to funding as central to any strategy:

informed the emerging Fintech Wales strategy
to date. How that evolves will be a construct of
government, private investment – and the courage
and collaboration of fintechs and other stakeholders
here in the CCR ecosystem.
We’ll be featuring the views of some of those
companies and their collaborators in the
forthcoming weeks, discovering the opportunities
and challenges that lie ahead for fintech in the CCR…

“The fintech industry will eagerly await HMT’s
response to “The Kalifa Review” as additional
support and a commitment will be required to r
ealise the implementation of the review’s
recommendations ensuring the UK maintains
and grows its world standing.”
The output of the future Fintech strategy work
that is currently taking place will help shape the
interventions that are critical for evolving the sector
and with the CCR Levelling-up Investment prospectus
– published March 15 2021- clearly headlining the
intention to formulate future investment proposals in
this sector, the time is right to seize the opportunities
that are emerging.

 he Kalifa Review shows the scale
T
of the opportunity”
“Fintech is about change” stresses Kalifa “it’s about
new firms and established ones, large companies and
small, with roles for both the public and private sector.
At present, these elements and their well-intentioned
supporters are not pulling together in a single vision.”
It’s a scenario that Sarah Williams-Gardener is keen to
address in the strategy of Fintech Wales: “The Kalifa
Review is a promising encapsulation of the progress and
potential of fintech here in our region. It reveals that by
truly collaborating across industries and geographies,
fintech has all the ingredients to remain a highly
promising sector for Wales and the UK – one in which
we can continue to compete on a global scale and reap
the benefits for local economies and beyond.”

Fintech is a
revolution rather
than just a sector”

It’s clear that the Cardiff Capital Region has many of
the attributes noted by Kalifa to become a key part
of the fintech revolution. And this has undoubtedly
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DIGITAL DISCUSSIONS

Hear the Expert Views
on CCR’s Passenger
Rail Vision
This Digital Discussion is hosted by former
First Minister Carwyn Jones and discovers how
this vision for passenger rail services will help
transform the current reality – in a region that
has bold ambitions to level-up, scale-up and
build back better.
Gain an insight into how the new high-quality,
integrated and affordable transport services will
be delivered over the next 10-15 years. This
discussion addresses issues such as meeting
passenger needs, supporting sustainable
economic development and social generation,
improving the economic, health and social
outcomes for everyone in the region, as well as
playing a critical part in CCR’s commitment to
achieving net zero carbon emissions.

HUW DAVID

MAKING THE CCR TRANSPORT
AND ENERGY REVOLUTION
HAPPEN NOW

In this episode, hear the thoughts from a diverse
panel including Kellie Beirne (Director of CCR
City Deal), Mark Barry (Professor of Practice in
Connectivity, School of Geography and Planning
at Cardiff University) and Chris Sutton, (Director
Sutton Consulting and member of the Regional
Investment Panel.)
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employees who would always go the extra mile – and
to this day they view their plant here as one of the most
innovative and productive in the world. I worked on the
Sony production line in Pencoed – and many of the workers
who were then are still there now – and down the years
that global brand has transformed its Bridgend operation
to become a centre of excellence for niche products such as
high-value cameras and optics, leading the world through
its pioneering thinking and team working.

“CCR can lead the green and clean
recovery”

Making the CCR Transport
and Energy Revolution
Happen Now
Bridgend Borough has enjoyed a surprisingly prominent place on the
pantheon of Welsh innovation – as we discovered when we spoke with
Huw David.
Huw David
Leader of Bridgend Borough Council, Chair of the CCR Regional Transport Authority,
CCR Cabinet member

Bridgend Borough has enjoyed a surprisingly
prominent place on the pantheon of Welsh innovation
– as we discovered when we spoke with Huw David,
Leader of Bridgend Borough Council, Chair of the
CCR Regional Transport Authority, CCR Cabinet
member and a passionate advocate of a ‘green and
clean’ economic recovery that could see the CCR
lead the UK in the championing of ultra-low emission
vehicles …

I f we engage with everyone we’ll
get the best out of people”
“Like every other part of the UK and the world, Bridgend is
still dealing with the shock of the pandemic and what feels
like 10 years of change crammed into 12 months. None
of us really know what the long-term effects of the past
year will be on us as individuals, on our workplaces or on
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the high street – but I do know that people are and always
will be our greatest asset, so the future is all about putting
everyone’s wellbeing at the centre of things. If we do that,
we’ll engage everyone and get the best out of them – and
that’s where we must focus and invest our energy as we
come out of survival mode to build back better.

We’ve stood out for having a
motivated workforce and the ability
to reinvent ourselves”
“We’ve had many challenges to overcome in the past year,
but we’re fortunate in many ways that Bridgend has
traditionally been an area that’s stood out for having a
well-motivated and high performing workforce. When
Sony became one of the largest inward investors in Europe
by setting up in our area, back in the late ‘70’s, they knew
from their research that they could rely on committed
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“Sony is a great example of reinvention, even using their
space to create a hub for micro-businesses, which has
already become a hotbed for gaming software start-ups.
So perhaps it shouldn’t come as a surprise that we’re
embracing this spirit of innovation as CCR looks to lead the
zero carbon revolution by rolling out 122 charging points
for ultra-low emission cars. The vision is to keep extending
this network to every community in every town, city, village
and valley across the Cardiff Capital Region – putting
South East Wales ahead of the world in a clean and green
economic and social recovery.

“Leading a brand new industry called
ULEV”
“That can’t come quickly enough as the climate emergency
is growing greater by the day and we all have our part
to play in overcoming it. The days of the petrol car are
numbered and we have to accelerate the switch to ultralow emissions. So we have a choice: we can watch this
switch from afar and play catch up, or we can be at the
forefront of this revolution, creating a critical mass for it
here in the Cardiff Capital Region and leading this brand
new industry called ULEV.
We are making things happen every day, working closely
with the government to implement a game-changing Energy
Vision & Strategy. It really is a massive agenda, stretching
from decarbonisation to renewables, and one thing I know:
we are not going back to the way it was before. The climate
is changing right now and we must change with it. We
simply don’t have a choice in the matter and we just need
to get on with it. That means adopting renewables and
reducing carbon emissions at a rapid pace. This region can
and is leading the way. We have the wind, the water, the will
and the technology. I know we can do it – and we must do it.

“Our Regional Transport Authority is completely committed
to making sure we achieve an inclusive investment right
across the region – and our work goes well beyond ULEV,
Metro Plus and the South Wales Metro that will connect
communities like never before. Our new, soon to be
published, Passenger Rail Vision and the priorities set out
therein, will help us level-up the region because that starts
with our transport infrastructure. This is where the greatest
inequalities between us and the rest of the UK lies. We’ve
been starved of investment in rail here in Wales, so we lack
a modern infrastructure and that needs to change. We’re
working with the UK Government, Welsh Government and
Network Rail to narrow that divide.

Our Passenger Rail Vision is set
to help us achieve an equitable
levelling- up”
“We’re not being parochial – I welcome HS2 but the
investment needs to be equitable across the United
Kingdom. And it’s not just about getting people out of their
cars and onto the railway, important though that is. It’s
at the heart of economic competitiveness and making us
attractive to inward investment. That’s our vision. We know
it’s the vision of Welsh Government and we believe it’s
shared by Westminster – which is why we’re setting it out
as one of our key enabling propositions in a new regional
Investment prospectus – Prosperity for our Place- that will
be presented to the UK and Welsh governments later this
month.

Making sure no one in our region
has to choose between eating and
heating”
“This pandemic has been a watershed, giving us the impetus
we need for fundamental change. We want a recovery from
Covid and we don’t want an economic depression – so let’s
invest in our green energy and that will give an impetus
to jobs as well as bringing energy efficiency. Let’s move
the dial on fuel poverty so that no one in our region has to
make the choice between eating and heating. Building back
better means getting ready for the future, whatever the
future looks like. I see this as an opportunity to build new
industries, create new jobs and narrow the economic divide.

We have the wind, the water, the
will and the way. I know we can do
it – and we must do it.”
www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Hear the Expert
Views on CCR’s
Passenger Rail
Vision
The recently published Passenger Rail Vision
for Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) promises to
be a key driver in creating a cleaner, greener
and more inclusive future for South East
Wales – and a catalyst for major economic
development and regeneration right across
the region.

“A cleaner, greener and more
inclusive future”.
Join us on Wednesday March 31st for a
Digital Discussion hosted by former First
Minister Carwyn Jones and discover how
this vision for passenger rail services will
help transform the current reality in a
region that has bold ambitions to level-up,
scale-up and build back better – hearing the
thoughts and insights from a diverse panel
that includes Kellie Beirne (Director of CCR
City Deal), Mark Barry (Professor of Practice
in Connectivity, School of Geography and
Planning at Cardiff University) and Chris
Sutton, (Director Sutton Consulting).

“Major economic development
and regeneration right across
the region”
Don’t miss this opportunity to hear how the
new high-quality, integrated and affordable
transport services will be delivered over the
next 10-15 years – meeting passenger needs,
supporting sustainable economic development
and social generation, improving the economic,
health and social outcomes for everyone in
the region, as well as playing a critical part
in CCR’s commitment to achieving net zero
carbon emissions.
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Cardiff Capital
Region Unveils
New Passenger
Rail Vision
Cardiff Capital Region has unveiled a farreaching Passenger Rail Vision that will be key
to South East Wales’ success in levelling-up,
scaling-up and building back better to improve
the economic, health and social outcomes for
everyone in the region – as well as playing a
critical part in CCR’s commitment to achieving
net zero carbon emissions, through:

A strategic public transport
network for the Cardiff Capital
Region providing a highquality, reliable, efficient and
affordable transport services to
support sustainable economic
development and social
regeneration.”
The key feature of the CCR vision is a high
quality, integrated grid of rail and bus services
to be delivered and delivered over the next 1015 years – creating a single joined up network
to meet passenger needs and the Welsh
Government’s decarbonisation targets; as well
as being the catalyst for a range of transport
related economic development and regeneration
interventions right across the region.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

Cllr. Huw David, Chair of the Cardiff Capital Region
Transport Authority said:
“Investing in our transport infrastructure is key to meeting
all of our economic and social ambitions” It is critical to
everything from enabling flexible working, regenerating
town centres, meeting decarbonisation targets – and
bringing the inclusive prosperity and wellbeing that
everyone in our region deserves.”
Key pillars of the strategy include:
• A
 major upgrade of the South Wales Main Line
(SWML) to form the backbone of the region’s
public transport network through new stations
and a mix of intercity express and local commuter
services.
• M
 easures to address current rail bottlenecks to
allow more services on the Ebbw Valley, Marches,
Maesteg, Vale of Glamorgan, City and Coryton
Lines.
• U
 pgrade of, and connections between, existing rail
lines to create the Cardiff Crossrail, Circle and the
NW Corridor extension to RCT, and an extension
from Aberdare to Hirwaun.

the emerging multi-modal proposals, as well as
exploration of means to secure long-term capital
and revenue funding. Progress will depend on
collaborative working with key partners including
local authorities, Welsh Government, Transport for
Wales, Network Rail and the UK Government.
Cllr. Huw David added:
“This is a moment in time we simply have to grasp and this
landmark strategy can give us the connectivity we need
and drive major economic regeneration in places that
include Bridgend Town Centre and the Ford Site, Cardiff
Airport and St Athan, Cardiff City Centre and the Bay,
the Ebbw Vale Enterprise Zone, Merthyr Town Centre,
Nantgarw, Newport City Centre, Pontypridd Town Centre
and Treforest – as well as inform the emerging plans for
Cyfarthfa Castle and key hubs such Aberdare, Barry Town,
Caerphilly and Pontypool.”
Mark Barry Professor of Practice in Connectivity,
School of Geography and Planning at Cardiff
University, applauds the ambition and notes the
rapid need to implement this vision:

• I ntroduction of further new stations, in addition
to those included in the core CVL transformation,
to connect more people and places to the Metro
network.

“It goes well beyond the ‘Metro’ project that I first mooted
in 2011 to connect Cardiff, Newport and the Valleys
and enhance connectivity to/from the Cardiff Capital
Region and Swansea, Bristol and London. The climate
emergency requires us to provide viable public transport
alternatives to help reduce current high levels of car use.
As importantly, the proposals can be a catalyst for postcovid regeneration and sustainable economic development
including measures to encourage the relocation of our
car-based offices, retail, leisure and public services back to
town and city centres right across the region.

The newly-released Passenger Rail Vision provides
the foundation for further formal assessment
of scope, phasing, costing and refinement of

You can download the document here:
ccr-passenger-rail-vision.pdf (cardiffcapitalregion.
wales)

• D
 eveloping options for enhanced cross – valley
connectivity, both bus and tram-train

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Cardiff Capital
Region Cabinet
Approves New
Investment
Proposals
Cardiff Capital Region’s Regional
Cabinet has made a number of key
decisions to maintain focus and
momentum on new interventions and
projects that will continue to boost
the south-east Wales economy in the
wake of Covid-19.
New £50m Investment Fund agreed for
Strategic Premises
This Fund will support the delivery of CCR’s
Industrial and Economic Plan and our Covid-19
priorities through the provision of early stage
finance for the development of new sites and
employment premises that allow new and
existing businesses to scale up and invest for the
good of the region.
The Fund seeks to enable access to finance at a
critical time in the region’s economic recovery
post-COVID-19. In view of the significant job of
work that lies ahead to recover and grow back
better, the Fund is specifically designed to act as
a catalyst for priority projects to move forward
and be visible symbols of viable sectors and
industries that will feature as part of the region’s
long-term future. In this way, the Fund will be a
key cornerstone of attracting inward investment,
supporting indigenous growth and providing
finance into a market that currently needs
stimulus, support and confidence.
Projects that are key to delivery of the region’s
economic priorities in support of innovation,
business growth and regeneration will be
targeted.
Specialist Independent Advisors CBRE have
been appointed as Fund Advisors. The Fund is
expected to be operational by May 2021.
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Shortlist approved for Housing Viability Gap
Funding Awards
The £35m Homes for the Region Viability Gap
Fund (£30m CCR and £5m Welsh Government)
which was launched in September 2020, closed
for applications on January 11 2021.
The fund targeted “stalled sites” which could
clearly demonstrate a financial viability gap
preventing housing delivery but which, if funding
were available, would have a significant impact
on housing delivery across the region. Clear
submission and evaluation criteria were set out
up front.
18 applications were received in total – all
of which have been subject to independent
evaluation and due diligence by CCR’s technical
advisors, CBRE. 12 will now go forward with a
ring-fenced allocation to support progress on a
further 2 earlier-stage schemes.

1 year extension and a 2 phase approach agreed –
The following 6 projects will have a 1 year extension
to the original 3 year term and are scheduled to fully
deliver by March 2023:
•
•
•
•

Barry Docks Park and Ride – Vale of Glamorgan
Cardiff East Bus Priority Corridor – Cardiff
Porth Interchange – RCT
S
 evern Tunnel Junction Park & Ride
– Monmouthshire
• P
 ontypool and New Inn Station Park & Ride
– Torfaen
• P
 yle P&R / Porthcawl Bus Terminus / Penbrysg
(Pencoed) Level Crossing Bridge – Bridgend
The other 4 projects, which are much longer term
initiatives, dependent on interventions outside of the
control or remit of the Metro plus programme, will
also be extended by 12 months and be continued to be
developed to the point where they can attract funding
from other programmes to enable their delivery. For
these schemes funding will be provided up to March
2023.

The next stage of the process will now be to
navigate pre-contractual matters and undertake
standard checks and balances through a final
phase of due diligence to ensure all risks are
addressed and mitigated. A full and final list if
sites will be announced in June 2021.

• N
 ewport – Cardiff Bus Priority Corridor
(or alternative) Newport
• Merthyr Rail / Bus Integration Merthyr
• A
 bertillery Interchange (or alternative)
– Blaenau Gwent
• Caerphilly Interchange – Caerphilly

If successful the shortlisted schemes are
projected to deliver 2,768 homes across the
region whilst simultaneously delivering 3360
jobs and attracting £530m private investment.

These changes ensure that the Metro Plus programme
continues to move forward across all 10 LAs but
on grounds which promote improved viability,
deliverability and affordability.

Metro Plus Programme restructured and
extended by 1 year to ensure it can deliver for
the whole region

Full cabinet endorsement given to the significant
progress made on the CCR Ultra Low Emission
Vehicle strategy.

Delivery of the original 10 LA led Metro Plus
projects within a 3 year timeframe has coincided
with the COVID-19 pandemic and the knockon effects of that seen in the public transport,
construction and contractor realms together
with a reduced delivery capacity given the
increased pressures on local authority resources.
This has facilitated a period of reflection in which
it has become apparent that some projects are
more “self-contained” and deliverable in the
short term whilst others are more developmental
and have to be delivered as part of wider,
strategic and long-term programmes.

• T
 axi EV infrastructure plan in delivery and due
to complete by end of June 2021 – SWARCO
awarded a contract to deliver 34 chargers at 31
sites throughout the Region.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

infrastructure throughout the region, including
locations such as on-street, public car parks and
transport hubs.
• E
 ducational Taxi webinar arranged for March 29 –
to allow taxi drivers/ operators the opportunity to
engage with the CCR to discuss opportunities and
mechanisms for assisting with transition.
• £
 3m Top- Up fund agreed – To ensure match
funding capability to continue to lever in further
investment and benefits, a £3M top-up to the
Metro Plus scheme has been agreed which will
support continued work on LEV and early research
around the role of hydrogen in enabling future
mobility.
Andrew Morgan, Leader, Rhondda Cynon Taff
County borough council and Regional Cabinet
Board member said:

 e are delighted to be able to
W
announce such positive progress
on these initiatives all of which will
ensure that we hold our promise
of delivering for all of the region at
a time when the regional economy
needs the boost of significant
investment in infrastructure.”

• U
 LEV Taxi “Try before you buy scheme” to
encourage transition to launch in summer 2021
– Orders are currently being placed for 50 Nissan
Dynamo taxis to allow taxi drivers / operators the
opportunity to try before they buy for one month
per driver. The scheme will run for 3 years.
• S
 ignificant Progress made in identifying
appropriate sites for expanding charging
infrastructure – 112 sites have been identified
and costed to deliver public use charging

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Hear Views &
Insights from the
Authors of the CCR’s
New Investment
Prospectus –
Prosperity for Our
Place
Cardiff Capital Region’s Investment
Prospectus – ‘Prosperity for our Place’
– was recently published outlining;
six core ‘cluster-related’ propositions
and five key ‘enabling’ infrastructure
propositions together with a series of
longer-term ‘bigger bets’ such as the
creation of tidal energy and hydrogen
hubs.
In total, this framework represents a £4.2bn
requirement in the form of R+D, “Levelling- up”,
Transport and Industrial Strategy Challenge
Funding – and our Digital Discussion on Tuesday
March 30th will give deeper insights into a
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WATCH NOW
proposed programme that, if realised, will truly
transform the Cardiff Capital Region.

A £4.2bn framework of
investment requirements to
help the region build back, level
up and scale up the region”.
Hosted by former First Minister Carwyn Jones,
our diverse and expert panel includes Kellie
Beirne (Director of the CCR City Deal), Frank
Holmes, (Partner Gambit Corporate Finance
and Chair Economic Growth Partnership and
Investment Panel), Gill Bristow, (Professor of
Economic Geography Cardiff University) and
Kevin Gardiner (Economic Growth Partnership
Board Member and Rothschild Wealth
Management Global Investment Strategist) – in
a debate that will discuss the proposed activities,
impact and outcomes envisaged in
the prospectus.

DIGITAL DISCUSSIONS

Transforming the economy and
communities across South East
Wales”.

The CCR Investment
Prospectus –
Prosperity for Our
Place

Join us to discover what this could mean for the
economy and communities of South East Wales –
and the evolution of the CCR City Deal, expected
to be operational by May 2021.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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better’, creating sustainable inclusive growth
across CCR’s trading, foundational and sunrise
economies.
Anthony Hunt, Chair, Cardiff Capital Region
Cabinet, stressed the economic return on
investment as well as the critical social
importance of Levelling-up.
“This Investment Prospectus- Prosperity for our
Place – makes the case for CCR to be ‘levelled-up’
with other regions in the UK in respect of key issues
such as R&D and infrastructure investment – but it
doesn’t stop there. There is a parallel job of work to do
to level-up within CCR given the widening inequality
gap exacerbated by the Coronavirus pandemic.

Transformative
£4.2bn ‘Build
Back Better’
Programme
for South East
Wales
Cardiff Capital Region’s Investment
Prospectus Scopes a Radical and
Transformative £4.2bn ‘Build Back Better’
Programme for South East Wales.
The Cardiff Capital Region’s Investment
Prospectus, about to be submitted to the
UK and Wales Governments, spells out in
clear and comprehensive detail a radical and
necessary programme of investment and
transformation, focused on equipping South
East Wales’ economy and society with the
resources, tools and structure for the decades
of challenge and opportunity ahead.
This seminal investment will address issues
that include R&D capacity, the gap in
infrastructure spending, the opportunity
to harness sectoral strengths – and the
potential to fully maximise ‘building back
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“Our estimates indicate this investment across CCR
will create 33,500 jobs, £3.75bn private leverage
and increase growth-productivity to create significant
uplift in GVA across the region – building on our
experience in delivering new forms of regional public
investment endorsed by three layers of government.”
The prospectus builds upon the catalytic work
undertaken to date in the deployment of the
£1.3bn City Deal fund, utilising the robust
framework for growth already put in place. The
initial requirement of £1.05bn is made up of a
£630m R&D Funding Settlement for the region,
a £320m Levelling-Up Fund Investment and a
£100m investment via the National Skills Fund.
Beyond that, a £3.2bn longer-term requirement
includes a £2bn contribution from the
Department of Transport, a £1.2bn contribution
from the Regional Industrial Strategy and
ISCF – and a commitment to joint working
and discussions on wider initiatives across UK
Government, with specific opportunities to
create a data campus, hydrogen hub and the
harnessing of the Severn tidal range.

to us. The clamour for promised ‘extra investment’ is
understandable amidst the continuing devastation
of the Covid pandemic, but our approach has to be
more nuanced and long-term than just seeking more
investment today.
“Our clear view is that whilst the government must set
the policy direction, the private sector also has a large
part to play in levelling-up and we will be a powerful
voice to encourage businesses and investors to locate
to the region. We believe that well-directed policy
measures, reducing silos and barriers to investment,
strong industrial leadership and placing bigger bets,
presents an opportunity to introduce greater continuity
and ambition into the heart of our region’s future.
Our time is now.”
Kellie Beirne, Director CCR City Deal, noted
the ‘unique moment in time’ that Levelling-up
presents.
“Levelling-up has to be more than just a levellingup fund and so this prospectus is about taking the
opportunity to level up the playing field for a region
that’s home to 1.3 million and generates 50% of the
Welsh economic output. This diverse geographic area
has historically been challenged by fundamental
inequalities and a GVA which is only 75% to that
of elsewhere in the UK. Our programme of change
seeks to redress this and, as importantly, put in place
the infrastructure and culture to build communities,
businesses, workplaces, supply chains and a resilient
economy that’s able to prosper post-pandemic in the
face of the multiple challenges posed by Brexit, climate
change, mental health, an ageing population, mobility
and the need to re-skill for the fourth industrial age.”

Frank Holmes, Chair of the Regional Economic
Growth Partnership welcomes the ambition
to secure continuity investment that will
bring to life key industry clusters and create
economically significant hubs, ensuring
companies can fulfil their potential for
innovation and producing multiplier effects
into local and regional supply chains.
“Making public investment work better for all parts
of the UK is a huge task and in the CCR we want
to help make it easier by setting out what it means

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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primary school buildings in St Nicholas, Cowbridge and
Barry Waterfront, a new Centre for Learning and Wellbeing
to support some of our most vulnerable learners – and an
expansion of Ysgol y Deri, the Council’s Special School, to
meet future demand for specialist education.

A £68.3 million housing development
programme delivering 530 highquality, energy-efficient council
homes”

A View of The Future from
The Vale of Glamorgan
The Vale of Glamorgan’s towns, villages and rural
areas are home to more than 130,000 people – a
geography that combines extremes of wealth and
poverty; and a blend of ‘old’ and the ‘new’ economies.
We spoke with VoG’s Council Leader Neil Moore to
find out how this historic and distinctive part of the
Cardiff Capital Region has weathered the storm of the
past year – and his views on the prospects for the Vale
and the wider Region as the focus turns to building
back better …

Widening and deepening
our jobs base will be key
to regenerating the local
economy”
“Widening and deepening our jobs base will be key to
regenerating the local economy” explains Neil. “We have
a skilled population but also an ageing one; and we’re
heavily reliant on micro businesses and certain sectors
such as human health and social work, with many of our
residents commuting out of the borough for work. So,
simply put, there are too few jobs – with 0.6 jobs available
for every person in the Vale – so we need to strengthen our
local employment base as well as collaborating with the
wider region to build better infrastructure, quality business
space and stronger connections across the CCR.
“Some of the CCR 2021 objectives are focused on helping
businesses navigate the funding support packages
available – and identifying any gaps in provision, especially
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start-up support. We’ve devoted a lot of time to that over
the last decade, through our economic development and
foundation economy work, so it’s good to be aligned on this
vision.

Our 21st Century Schools
Programme will see £167m +
invested in our school buildings.”
“The Vale of Glamorgan’s ambition in Education is clear
to see in our 21st Century Schools Programme – an
innovative £167 million investment programme in school
buildings across the Vale of Glamorgan, between 2019
and 2024. The aim is to provide innovative and adaptable
teaching and learning environments which are fit for future
generations, with two new secondary school buildings
opening at Whitmore and Pencoedtre High Schools in
Barry – and an expansion and refurbishment of Ysgol
Gymraeg Bro Morgannwg due to be completed later this
year – all of which taken together represents a £86m
investment in Barry. We’re maximising this investment by
making ‘community-use’ a key priority of the 21st Century
Schools Programme, with the three schools providing state
of the art facilities for the community – including rugby,
football and hockey all-weather pitches.
“2021 will also see the completion of two new primary
school buildings in Rhoose and Colwinston, representing
a £10m investment in primary education in the Western
Vale. And beyond all that, construction is due to commence
on five further projects later this year, including new
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The Vale has also adopted its first Housing
Development Strategy, with a £68.3 million forward
programme of housing development that will deliver
530 new high-quality energy-efficient council homes
over the next five years – using the latest methods of
construction and off-site Manufacturing techniques,
as well as embracing local supply chains, materials,
manufacturers and contractors. Neil explains that
provision of short-term accommodation has also
been a key deliverable:
“The pandemic placed extraordinary pressures on
homelessness services in the Vale of Glamorgan and we’ve
been able to assist an additional 386 homelessness clients,
partly through Welsh Government funding that saw us
deliver an additional 116 units of bed and breakfast
accommodation in addition to the 147 units of temporary
accommodation we already provided. This needs to be
seen in the bigger picture of our latest Local Housing
Market Assessment (LHMA), which in 2019 identified the
need for an additional 890 units of affordable housing
per year for the five years 2019 – 2024. The impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic has only increased the number of
households in financial difficulties, so we need to make sure
our housing plan factors in what has been an exceptionally
challenging time of change – working with partners such as
housing associations, private landlords, letting agents and
third-sector support providers to meet demands.“

A migration to ‘net zero carbon’
homes – and a green infrastructure
fit for the 21st century”

Manufacturing techniques – with all our new housing
developments set to achieve the EPC ‘A’ rating from 2021,
before migrating to ‘net zero carbon’ new homes, with all
new developments delivered off the current gas network.
We’re pushing the agenda in the most innovative of ways –
currently collaborating with the other 10 local authorities,
supported by Welsh Government and Wood Knowledge
Wales, to establish a national procurement framework for
the local production of ‘zero carbon’ pattern book homes,
to be factory-built by modular homes manufacturers using
Welsh timber frames.

“Perfectly placed for a clean growth
hub”
“We’re also looking forward to working with the city region
to explore the development of clean growth hubs to
explore future technology and fuels such as Hydrogen.
Barry is perfectly placed with its working Dock to form a
key part of this process and the development of regional
support for sustainable energy sources is important to
our climate change mitigation aims. We’re also keen to
see the Welsh Government’s Enterprise Zones and the
nearby airport grow in as sustainable a way as possible,
with good connectivity which will reduce reliance on the
car. Our progress in Housing and Education has shown
that, together, we can develop a climate change and green
infrastructure fit for the 21st century.”

“Togetherness” and common purpose
are critical success factors.
Neil considers ‘togetherness’ and common purpose
to be critical for future success across the region.
“The pandemic has shown that a clear sense of direction
and a widely shared vision is very important. It has led
to a more connected way of working and faster decisionmaking at both regional and national level – and I hope
that way of working this will continue for us across CCR.”

Neil has CCR Cabinet responsibility for Environment
and Sustainability so we asked him what would he
hope to see achieved across these critical areas in
2021 and beyond?
“The Vale has already completely re-profiled its housing
development programme to ensure all new schemes are
built using Modern Methods of Construction and Off-Site
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